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Celeste tax passes over
Republican objections
COLUMBUS (AP) - Democrats
rammed Gov. Richard Celeste's $300
million tax increase through the Ohio
Senate 17-18 yesterday over Republican objections that it is more than
enough to solve the state government s budget problems.
The proposal, which raises the state
income tax by 90 percent to help offset
a budget deficit of $511 million, was
approved along a strict party line
vote.

BG News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo

Setting up
Mlstie Osterberg, a junior social work major, and Joel Crocker, a junior accounting major, worked to set up dominos for the TipOver For Hemophilia domino competition held at the Recreation Center Monday night. Four teams competed against each other
to set up dominos which eventually were tipped-over. The team of Theta Chi fraternity members won the competition by
setting up the dominos with the fastest time and tipping them over with the least faults. The event was sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega and the money collected by the Tip-Over teams was donated to the Northwest Ohio Hemophilia Foundation.

Victims fight for thinness
Editor'! aate: This is the second In a will suffer from some type of eating
three-part series on eating disorders. disorder. Dr. Trudy Bond, a counselToday*! itory deals with the charac- ing psychologist at the University of
teristics of anorexia nervosa and buli- Toledo, said.
mia..
A great deal of confusion surrounds
the terms "anorexia" and "bulimia."
by Janet Boyer
There is a disagreement concerning
reporter
whether bulimia is a separate disorBillboards, magazines and tele- der or a symptom of anorexia.
vision commercials are constantly
ACCORDING TO Bond, bulimia is
bombardine the American public with viewed both ways.
"Some professionals feel that buliimages of thinness and beauty, but
these images may contribute to a mia can be a symptom of anorexia
growing incidence of eating disorders nervosa, but also it can be a separate
such as bulimia and anorexia ner- disorder," she said.
Both anorexia and bulimia are disvosa.
"The whole issue of eating disor- tinguished from other causes of
ders has taken everybody in the medi- weight loss by the endless struggle for
cal, the psychological and mental extreme thinness, Bond said. This is
health profession sort of off-guard especially true of the anorexic, she
because it seems as though ft has added. Most victims spend days enincreased in incidence extremely rap- during a nightmare of willful starvaidly," Barbara Kalman, a psycholo- tion along with strenuous exercise,
gist at the University's counseling self-induced vomiting and an excessive use of laxatives.
center, said.
The basic differences between the
Eating disorders are considered to
be predominantly female-oriented, bulimic and the anorexic seem to be
and statistics say one out of every 200 In their personality types, Bond said.
"The bulimic tends to be less sociafemales between the ages of IS and 28

lly withdrawn, more outgoing and less
obsessional than the anorexic. The
bulimic, at one time, was probably
teased about being overweight,
whereas the anorexic was rarely ever
fat or overweight," she added.
"BULIMIA sometimes starts by
accident," Bond said.' 'Somebody will
get sick with the flu and start vomiting and lose a lot of weight. They like
the results and will continue with the
behavior after they have recovered
from their illness.
"The anorexic starts to diet when
she suffers from somrtype of psychological difficulty such as the onset of
puberty, a divorce in the family or a
brother or sister going away to col-.
lege," Bond said.
*'An anorexic will deny to the bitter
end that there is any problem," Bond
added. "The bulimic knows that
something is wrong."
There are four categories of treatment a person may encounter: psychodvnamic, behavioral, medical and
family Inneractional. Currently,
treatment for the disorders is evolving into a more eclectic approach.

combining individual psychodynamic
therapy with the other types.
"The aim of therapy with the bulimics and anorexics is to assist them in
developing more competent, less
painful and less ineffective ways of
dealing with their problems," Bond
said.
SHE ADDED that changing the
abnormal eating patterns becomes
possible only when at least some of
the other issues have become resolved. Bond said the only time she
approaches the eating disorder first is
if ft becomes a life-threatening situation.
Bond said both the anorexic and the
bulimic "suffer a strong fear of letting go of the behavior because they
don't Know nthat it would feel like not
to have it any longer and they don't
know what will happen to them if they
let go of it. She added that they are
also afraid they can't let go of it.
An overriding fear with both the
anorexic and the bulimic, Bond said,
is one of becoming fat.

Foreclosures may end soon, Ohio bankers say
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Some Ohio
bankers say they see an easing in the
number of mortgage foreclosures, a
signal that the economy is Improving.
Other lenders say they're doing all
they can to help borrowers keep their
homes, working out accelerated payment plans for homeowners thrown
out of work during the recession, with
the higher payments resuming after

they're back on the Job.
High unemployment triggered
large numbers of mortgage foreclo•sures during the past two years in
northwest Ohio. In Lucas County, the
civil division of the sheriff's office
said 583 properties were offered for
sale during 1962, up from 510 properties during 1982. Those figures were
twice the number of properties of-

fered at forced auction during 1980,
said Julie Jameson, a deputy clerk.
Ms. Jameson said that even if the
number of new foreclosures were to
decline Immediately, the office would
still have a heavy load of auctions for
the next six to eight months.
In addition, mat time includes a
substantial period allowed by the
lending institution for homeowners to
work out the problem, said James

Petty, senior vice president for mortgage lending at People's Savings Association of Toledo.
"In general, I think it's too early to
say there's a turnaround," Petty said,
adding that he thinks the number of
foreclosures "probably have
Gaked." He said People's Savings
d 92 properties in foreclosure as of
Jan. 31, about three less than in mid1982.

To give Democrats the 17th vote
they had to have. Sen. Oliver Ocasek
of Akron flew to Columbus from Florida, where his wife is hospitalized
with critical injuries suffered in a
Jan. 30 traffic accident
The tax increase bill now must be
returned to the House for consideration of minor Senate amendments.
But House Speaker Vernal Riffe Jr.
said be expected the lower chamber
to agree today and send the bill to
Celeste for his signature.
In addition to the 90 percent income
tax boost, the bill also imposes a
temporary, four-month increase of 0.5
percent on the utility excise tax and
stipulates that it may not be passed
along to consumers.
The income tax is being counted on
to yield an additional $246 million in
the remainder of the fiscal year that
ends June 30. The additional revenue
from the utility tax is estimated at $54
million.
Coupled with $282 million in spending cuts either contained in the bill or
already ordered by the governor, the
package is designed to erase the budget deficit and provide a cushion of
about $71 million going into the next
fiscal biennium, beginning July 1.
Meanwhile, Democrats pledged Celeste will submit proposals for tax
reform to the Legislature next month,
in conjunction with the two-year budget he must present at that time.
The governor hinted that those proposals would include some adjustments in the income tax, such as
increasing the personal exemption
from $660 to $1,060.
Celeste's fiscal advisers said they
were confident the income tax increase would solve Ohio's fiscal prob-

lems for the time being.
However, the proposal has some
built-in contingencies. It gives Celeste
temporary, new powers to close selected state agencies and to lay off
state government employees if a new
deficit should develop.
The bill also abolishes the state
Energy Department, Ohio Rail Transportation Authority and the Ohio Export Bank, transferring their
functions to other agencies.
Democrats stood united to defeat
almost a dozen GOP floor amendments on tie votes of 16-16, with a
majority of 17 votes needed for approval.
One amendment offered by Republicans would have deferred consideration of a permanent tax increase, as
provided in the bill, and addressed
only the current deficit for this fiscal
year, which ends June 30.
Sen. Sam Speck, R-New Concord,
offered the amendment to continue an
existing 50 percent income tax surcharge, due to expire March 31. It also
would have postponed payment of
$150 million in state bills, which he
said are not due for payment until
after July 1.
"We are overtaxing the people of
Ohio by $150 million in this fiscal
year," Speck said, arguing that the
two-year budget is the place to consider permanent tax changes.
However, Senate President Harry
Meshel, D-Youngstown, referred to a
series of temporary taxes enacted
under Republicans.
"The actions taken in this bill are a
clear signal to our people that temporary, patchwork, Houduu-styled solutions to our economic problems are a
thing of the past.. done in the past
by those who would lie to the people
that recovery is just around the corner," Meshel said.
The Mahoning County lawmaker
said the legislation provides stability
to Ohio's institutions and "a solid
foundation from which to build our
economic future."
Republican Sen. Stanley Aronoff,
from Cincinnati, argued the bill will
hurt the state's economy by taking
$2.5 billion from taxpayers in the next
two years.
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Man dies two years after library fall
A Waterville man died Friday from injuries caused by a fall from the
second-floor ramp above the Jerome Library almost two years ago.
Randall Aldrich, 21, was not a University student March 3,1961, when his
accident occurred. He and some friends were returning from a party in town
and passed through campus.
Shawn Briney, one of Aldrich's friends, told University security officers
he and Aldrich were talking and laughing about 7 a.m. when Aldrich put his
hand on the railing and jumped over.
Briney guessed since Aldrich was unfamiliar with the campus, he did not
know there was a 12-foot drop from the balcony on the west side of the
library to the sunken concrete patio below. Briney said he did not see
Aldrich fall.
Aldrich was taken by the Life Flight helicopter ambulance to St. Vincent
Hospital in Toledo.
He died at the Eastview Nursing Home in Toledo where he spent the last
seven months of his life.
Aldrich had been a worker at Cooper Tire and Rubber Co. for seven
months and prior to that was employed by Howard's Restaurant in
Waterville.

Arson ruled cause of racquet club fire
Arson has been determined as the cause of the Bowling Green Racquet
Club fire which destroyed the building on Jan. 27, according to Bowling
Green Fire Chief Howard Rutter.
"We have determined that it was arson," he said. "I'm not at liberty to
say bow it (arson) was determined."
''We will continue to investigate the information we have in an attempt to
find out who is responsible for this."
Rutter added that be could not comment further on the investigation as it
might Jeopardize future prosecution procedures.

Weather
Mostly cloudy today with cooler temperatures. High 30. Low tonight 24 with
cloudy skies.

Student visits Israel, learns about Jews
by Jennifer Workman
reporter

After traveling to Israel as a United
Jewish Appeal representative, Richie
Allen, a graduate student in radiotelevision-film, said he learned a better understanding of the Jewish people than be ever expected.
"You just have a different perspective on what it U like to be a Jew
(after visiting the country)," Allen
said. "I have an extra sense of pride
for my people and for myself, for
being one."
He added that his trip to Israel
helped him to better understand
"what it meant to have a Jewish
state."
"I feel more proud of my people and
what they've accomplished. They've
come a tremendous way In

period of time," he said, noting Israel
has been attacked from all sides.
Even though things have progressed in Israel, Allen said life there
is still more difficult than in the
United States.
"You have to struggle to get things
there. You have to work harder to get
less. You don't take life quite for
granted," he said. "There always
exists that danger that there could be
a terrorist attack."
ALLEN SAID when he arrived in
Israel the group he was traveling with
was briefed on the possibility of a
hidden bomb. Allen said they told
them what to do if they saw a suspicious package.
"Dont touch it, don't do anything.
just tell somebody that you see it. It
could be a bomb," Allen said, reph-

rasing the briefing.
Allen said lueUry be did not run into
that problem. However, he said the
group was not able to visit Lebanon
because of a snooting incident which
left two Israelis dead.
"It's not the same when you read it
in the newspaper across the world,"
be said, adding that when you are
there in the midst of it all, you develop
a new perspective.
"It was almost as if I instantaneously became a part of what happened there. You could suddenly
relate to all of that (protecting northern Israel from Lebanon),'* Allen
said.
After people visit a small town
called Chatzor, which is located in
northern Israel, they become aware
that things are not too safe, Allen

said. "You see bomb shelters all over
the place," be said.
THROUGHOUT Jeruselem and Tel
Aviv, a large number of soldiers can
be seen during the day, Allen said. He
said the Israeli people view the military differently than Americans do.
"They kind of fit in as part of
society," he said. "You serve for
pride. You have to do it, but you also
want to do it"
As Allen was looking at memorials
of soldiers that died for Israel, he said
his trip made him appreciate the
existence of the Israeli state more.
"A lot of non-Jews dont always
understand that" Allen said. "It's
fighting for something you truly believe in."
During his trip he visited with na-

tionalized Israeli citizens, two women
from Britain and one from the United
States.
"They came because they saw being a Jew easier in Israel, than in
England," Allen said.
In the United States, Allen said
"being Jewish is being so different,"
but being Jewish in Israel just makes
yon like everyone else.
Allen was chosen as one of 190
United Jewish Appeal representatives from across the country to see
that the organisation's money actually was being spent appropriately.
The organization donates to children's hospitals and other similar
organizations in Israel. Going as a
UJA representative, Allen was expected to relay bis experiences to
other people and use It to promote
fund-raising drives.

Richie Allen
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Education funding
must be recognized
as Ohio's top priority
The tax increases which were passed yesterday are hard to
accept. Yet, when one looks closely at Ohio's fiscal
problems they seem necessary.
There is no doubt the state has been experiencing a severe
budget crisis lately. Even with the austerity measures
introduced last year, this year's budget deficit was projected
to be $511 million before yesterday's action by the senate.
The state needed more money. And it was time our
legislators quit playing political games and calling their tax
increases temporary. We applaud the political courage and
honesty of Governor Celeste and the Democrats for their
actions.
However, throwing money at problems never solves them.
The government of Ohio now has enough money to pay for it's
programs. Now it is time to get down to the business of
allocating the money in ways which will ensure the future of
Ohio.
One of the most important means of securing Ohio's future
is by providing for the training of the work force. Cuts to
education defeat this pourpose. Ohio can not afford further
cuts in education. With the shifting of the country's economic
base toward high tech industries the need for well educated
workers will only increase.
Ohio's future lies in the brains of it's youth. The legislature
now has enough money to provide for this future. The recent
tax increases must be followed with a recognition of education's place at the top of Ohio's priority list. If this does not
occur, the tax increases will be useless. It does no good to
raise the income taxes of the unemployed.

Adhering to values
brings employment
"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou
eat bread." The curse of work! To
survive in this life we have earn our
bread - so goes the ancient story of

COMMENTARY
by Dr. Ross J. Miller

_*_
humankind. Studs Terkel documents
the persistence of this curse in his
interviews of American workers in
the 1970s. Men and women endure
jobs they don't like to pay for necessities arid to buy enjoyment for weekends, vacations and retirement.
In the University, of course, we
hope to transcend the curse through
learning which prepares us for careers that give us more than bread.
We assume that higher education will
lead us to life work which provides
fulfillment as well as income.
Bad economic times, however,
raise the specter of the curse even
among the well-educated. The warning sounds loud and clear from adviser, parents and departmental
propaganda: prepare for survival!
Dreams of self-realization or service
to humanity, they say, are luxuries
for better times.
A certain university's placement
brochure proclaims this message
with striking imagery showing a
child's workbench with holes, pegs
and a hammer. The incription asks:
will you fit into the job market when
you finish college? One peg, much too
big for the holes, has been whittled to
fit The implied task of education: to
shape us for available jobs whatever
the cost to our uniqueness.
This common wisdom concerning
educational and career choices plays
havoc with religious values which
affirm the unique potential or gifts of
each person - gifts to be exercised in a
lif ework of service to God and neighbor. This "calling" (vocation) and
"mission" can be carried on in activities other than those which we earn
oar bread, but the religious vision
pouits to an integration of life and
work. We are redeemed from the
corse when work becomes stewardship of gifts and a means of service,
not merely a requirement for survival

The occupational pragmatist might
dismiss such notions as wishful thinking but for two amazing facts. First,
those who trim their pegs to fit the
promised holes of occupational security are not necessarily successful.
Their anxiety abovs future employment lingers. Ask the person who
majored in geology because of all the
jobs in the oil industry. Or the accounting graduate waitressing at
Ponderosa.
Second, some of the most successful
job-finders in these tough times are
those faithful to their values. How can
this be? One reason may be the diversity of the world of work which statistical summaries cannot reveal.
"Openings for 200,000 elementary teachers," tor example, translates into
hundreds of sub-categories uncatalogued anywhere. Most jobs require a
distinctive blend of skills and qualities that cannot be captured in placement notices. Another posslblity:
employers blessed with an abundance
of candidates prefer those who are
"passionate" about the work. A frustrated flute player posing as a computer programmer may not be very
convincing. There may also be elements of accident or grace. Whatever the explanation, in the midst of
grim employment prospects those
with a sense of calling and mission
find they are needed.
Those who find meaningful work
seem to have two qualities: 1) they
know themselves - what they are able
to do, what values they affirm and the
Seneral direction of their life mission;
) they know how to seek out situations requiring their combination of
gifts. Beyond the magic tests and
resumes, these job-finders take seriously two bits of ancient wisdom:
"know thyself' and "seek and ye
shall find.
Neither process is, of course, easy
or brief. Such response into self and
the world is virtually impossible without a supportive community. And the
success realised is not always accompanied by big bucks. But those who
follow this path seem to find work,
good work.
Dr. Ross J. Miller Is a campus
minister at United Chrisian
Fellowship.
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Recovery will not help Reagan
WASHINGTON - "Recovery is here
and it will re-elect Ronald Reagan"
OOMlIt was the thought that passed
through the minds of many last week
- but only fleetingly.

COMMENTARY
by Joseph Kraft
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For the rebound remains relatively
weak and of doubtful duration. Moreover, the president lacks the mastery
over affairs required to ride uncertain
economic tides through to assured
political victory.
Signs of recovery, to be sure,
abound. Depletion of inventories in
the last quarter of 1962 has forced
sellers to increase orders. So manufacturing is coming back. It climbed
in January by 0.9 percent with auto
production leading the way.
Interest rates have dropped in the
wake of declining Inflation. So housing, as well as autos, is more in
demand. Starts increased by 36 percent in January, and there was a 16
percent rise in building permits.
At his news conference last Wednesday evening President Reagan seized
on the good news as evidence that
"recovery is beginning to flex its
muscles." But that upbeat assessment was put into question by other
officials with far more authority in

economic matters.
Martin Feldstein, the chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers,
expressed skepticism about January
numbers because of the unusually
mild weather. While acknowledging
the possibility of a 5 percent increase
in gross national product this year, he
stuck with his earlier 3.1 percent
forecast. But even the higher number
would leave unemployment averaging around 10 percent this year, and
just dipping below that figure next
year.
Paul Volcker, the chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, testified that
an enduring recovery depended upon
a continued drop in interest rates. He
said that the Fed would let rates fall,
but not actively force them down. The
reason for the passive stance is fear of
a revival of inflation. The fear, Volcker asserted, was generated by the
overhang of huge budget deficits around $200 billion for each of the next
two years. But there is no good prospect of reducing those deficits substantially.
High unemployment and mammoth
deficits are very bad news for Reagan. For his implicit convenant with
the American people was that he
would clean up the economic mess.
Record deficits and unemployment
hardly amount to keeping the promise. Since he started with a low rate of
popular approval, and since he stayed
lower than any previous president
since Truman, he can hardly be ac-

counted a shoe-in.
The less so after his press conference last Wednesday evening. Mr.
Reagan seemed at times tired, confused, angry and genuinely concerned. He was on the defensive on a
wide variety of issues, and showed
little skill in stepping around troubles.
"Maybe they would stop putting him
on after six o'clock," a senior Repulbican senator said.
The subject of genuine concern was
a Libyan move against the Sudan. The
president was heavily briefed on the
matter during the day, but he seemed
uncertain as to what was public
knowledge and what was not. Thus he
stated, wrongly, that there had been
no movement of a U.S. carrier task
force toward Libya. He confused Libya and Lebanon, and he mixed up tapping his head after he did it coastal waters with international waters.
The subject that elicited anger was
a decision by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee to postpone a
vote on Kenneth Adelman, the president's nominee to succeed Eugene
Rostow as head of the arms control
agency. The committee stood 9-8
against the Adelman nomination, and
the White House was informed by the
Senate leadership that, as a courtesy
to the president, the vote would be put
off for a week. The theory was the
president would want Adelman to bow
out.
Instead Reagan waxed angry. He

said arms control was "too serious"
to be a matter for politics - a curious
statement from the candidate who
campaigned so hard against SALT n.
He then said he would use persuasion
and pressure to turn the committee
around. Since the best the president
can get on Adelman is a narrow
victory in the full Senate, he has
hooked himself to a no-win situation.
Anger on Adelman spilled over into
two other contentious subjects. The
president dug in hard - and in a way
that smacked of intervention in the
coining German elections - against
pressure to show more flexibility in
arms control. While withdrawing the
protection of executive privilege
against the congressional investigation of the Environmental Protection
Agency, be expressed support for the
administrator. Anne Gorsuch, in an
undiscriminating way he may come
to regret.
None of these issues are earthshaking. They constitute normal business
for the white House - another day in
the life of a president. That they
would put such a strain on Reagan
only announced what everybody
knows.
He is not young. He is not experienced in either national or international affairs, so he cannot coast to a
second term simply by following the
politics of recovery.
Joseph Kraft writes tor the LOB
Angeles Times Syndicate.

Jews, Christians growing closer
NEW YORK - One of the notable
attitude shifts in the United States is
the new entente between the American Jews and the Evangelical Chris-

COMMENTARY
by Max Lemer
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tians. It is only now breaking into the
news and TV, but has been in the
making for a time. It was strengthened when Menachem Begin became
Israeli prime minister and again in
the presidency of Ronald Reagan.
It is basically a question of imagechanging. I like the way Rabbi Marc
Tannenbaum puts it: "Jews had stereotypes about Evangelicals in the
way we felt Christians had stereotypes about Jews." I am glad to see
the new images coming closer to the
realities.
One reality is the existence of modem Israel, which both fundamentalist
Christians and believing Jews regard

as an extension of the "covenant"
that Jehovah made with ancient Israel. This covenant thinking helps to
bridge the doctrinal differences that
have divided Jews and Christians,
and explains why some Evangelicals
feel "a tremendous closeness to the
Jews as the chosen people."
This idea of election is a strong
binding force today between American Evangelicals and conservative
Israel. It runs counter to the thinking
of liberal American Jews who have
seen the Evangelicals as reactionaries. Rabbi Alexander Schindler asks
why organized Jewry "continues its
flirtation with the Christian Right."
He guesses it is because of the
support for Israel by Evangelicals
which he feels is no adequate counterbalance to their domestic conservatism. This strikes me as a
retreading of faulty past attitudes
which led to a longstanding breach
between liberal Jews and conservative Christians - a breach costly to
both.
It is dangerous when politics be-

LETTERS
Apathy editorial
triggers response
In a recent edition of the BG News,
you labeled our student body "apathetic." This "apathetic" student
body can easily pick up a copy of the
News four days a week, and by doing
this, they can subject themselves to a
newspaper comprised of approximately 60 percent paid advertising,
with individual pages consisting of 80
percent or more in some cases. Could
it be that the average student on this
campus has realized that, in opening
up a copy of the BG News he will be
assaulted by all these ads and must
sift through them in order to get to the
"news?" And could it be that the
average student on this campus has
come to recognize the BG News as a
pulp flyer for advertising purposes as
opposed to a newspaper? If so, perhaps fewer students read the News
than is thought by its staff, and perhaps the students on this campus who
do read the News leaf through it a bit
faster than they would a newspaper
from another city.
If all this is the case, then the BG
News is partly to blame for the apparent apathy on this campus. Part of the
responsibility of the media in this
country is to inform the public. Along
with this responsibility comes a dedication to professionalism. A radio or
television station that decides 60 percent of its air time should be allotted
for commercial advertising is certain
to lose the largest share of its audience. The same would seem to apply
to the print media. Included in the
media's dedication to professionalism
should be a promise to keep economics from interfering with quality presentation. Only in this manner can the
public - and this campus - be effect!-.
vely informed on events that affect us
and our surroundings.
My suggestion to the editiorial staff
of the BG News is that they look for
external causes before they accuse
the student body of outright apathy.
Students really do care what occurs
on this campus, but not necessarily
enough to go digging through a flyer
full of advertisements to find out
exactly what. The News can provide
an excellent medium through which
the students of BGSU can learn of
administrative action. It is a shame
that such a medium has been prostituted to an extent where people begin
to ignore it, thus breeding the very

comes a dividing force between relieons. It is far healthier to dig below
the underlying attitudes toward life
and belief, and the stand that both
Christians and Jews take toward the
great overreaching events of our
time. One of those events has been the
holocaust and the emergence of Israel
as assurance that it will never happen
again. Liberal establishment Christians responded to both in a lukewarm
way, while those involved with "liberation theology" and the Third World
have been actively hostile.
A return to the sacral may be under
way. There are several recent signs
which point to a sustained quest for
Jewish roots. One is the filming of
Chaim Potok's novel, "The Chosen,"
whose high filmic point is its celebration of the Hasidic Rabbi and hisdisciples as they dance in the Brooklyn streets.
A second is Paul Cowan, who had
written an earlier memoir of alienation from the country but whose new
book, "An Orphan in History," recounts his intensive search for his
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apathy that the News has stated concerns over. Even though the articles
concerning the student code (that
many of those surveyed by the News
apparently did not read) were on the
front page, I'd like to suggest that
more students would have taken the
time to read the entire newspaper,
including the front page, were they
able to pick up a newspaper that
wasn't so heavily laden with advertisements.
Kalth A. Halting*
OCMB #2163
EDITORS NOTE: During the first six
weeks of this semester
the average
advertising in the BQ Newt was 49.3
percent. A recongnlzed Industry standard for commaclal newspapers it SO
percent advertising to break even. The
New York Times runt 75 percent advertizing.

Defense spending
will not provide Jobs
On Feb. 16. the BG News ran a
Commentary by Max Lerner entitled,
"Defense Policy Makers Must Exercise Caution." Lerner writes, "The
notion that defense industries don't
provide employment is patently an
idiocy. They provide as much as any
otbjr industry does." Mr. Lerner has
not done his research very carefully.
In 1978, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
released a report stating that $1 billion spent in the civilian sector to
create jobs in industry would result in
27,000 jobs, as opposed to 18,000 jobs In
military industry. Other independent
studies have reached similar conclusions.

The most fundamental reason that
military spending does not generate
as much employment per dollar spent
is that military production is very
technical. This means that a large
percentage of the funds are used
towards the purchase of expensive
raw materials and equipment, as
opposed to using the money for paychecks for employees.
A second reason is that, because of
the high level of mechanization, arms
production requires a far greater
concentration of highly trained, wellpaid engineers and technicians. The
jobs that are created by defense
spending go largely to skilled professionals mat already enjoy a low unemployment rate, instead of
production workers, who have a much
higher unemployment rate.
U we truly nope to reduce the unemployment rate, we must transfer
spending from the military to the
civilian sector. This will not lead to a
loss of national security. National
security is a function of more than
just military might and no nation is
secure in which more than one tenth
of the labor force is out of work.
Gregory J. Haat
Social Justice Committee

Letter on recruitment
missed Marine point
This letter pertains to the
exaggerated article written by Kk
Stripe on Feb. 16. Mr. Stripe attempted to illustrate the material in a
United States Marine Corps letter.
Not only did Mr. Stripe change the
documentation of the letter but be
also completely rerouted its intention.

Jewish identity. Like some others who
came of age in the 1960s, he has not
given up his politics, but the direction
of his energy has become religious.
Only a quarter-century ago most
liberal thinkers expected religion to
disappear. It hasn't. Instead the sense
of the sacred has begun to find its way
back into the lives of Christians and
Jews alike. It takes a number of
diverse forms - as a moralizing reaction against secularism, as a retreat
from the impersonal into the private
recesses of secularism, as a retreat
from the impersonal into the private
recesses of the heart, as a sense of
awe and reverence for the unknowable.
To understand this is to fathom the
reasons why the Evangelicals respond to Israel's covenant and why
American Jews are responding to
their response.
Max Lemer writes for the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
:^«<-:-:« >: :■■■: :■■: ::::■:■»:■:•:■: :■■;■::■:■:■:■::: viv:-^

As for graduating with a future or a
college degree, they can be one in the
same. Each year more and more
college graduates are unable to find
an occupation that suits their qualifications. In the Marine Corps an individual has a guaranteed too that will
suit his needs and desire. Mr. Stripe's
assumption that Marines do not have
dreams is entirely dull-witted. It does
not take much common sense to realize that Marines, like other people,
have ambitions, goals and yes,
dreams. In conclusion, the information sent to Mr. Stripe was not to get
rum to give up his dreams and become
a realist, but to introduce him to a
possible future as a United States
Todd Schaeffer
419 Conkiln

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
forum for comments rearticles in The News or
issues concerning the
University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
tor verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
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Planned Parenthood volunteers stress client comfort
by Lorl Karch
reporter
Connie Dimtroff spends 14 hours a
week filing, typing, educating and
trying to make others feel comfortable, and doesn't get paid for it.
The junior family services major
said she has always been interested in
Planned Parenthood and volunteers
her time at the clinic in Wood County
as a receptionist and doctor's assistant
Volunteers at the clinic are trained
to perform clerical duties and assist
doctors, but the training program also
stresses the importance of a pleasing
personality in dealing with young

who come for counseling at
d Parenthood, according to
Las Weinrich, director of volunteers
at the clinic.
"We've all gone places where busy
people don't bother to lift their heads.
At Planned Parenthood we feel it's
attitudinally important that people
are smiled at - that helps patients get
through the clinic," she said.
Thus, the clinic screens their volunteers before beginning a three week
training process.
"The process takes about three
clinic sessions, approximately three
hours a week, before the volunteers
work alone," Weinrich said.
"We'll be enlarging things volun-

teers can do in the clinic."
RECEPTIONISTS are trained to
assist patients as they arrive at the
clinic, answer any questions they may
have and update information on the
records of former patients, Weinrich
said. The duties of volunteer doctor's
assistants involve helping prepare the
examining room, sterilizing instruments and locating supplies, she
added.
Bobbie Young, of Bowling Green,
said she views her volunteer work at
the clinic as "more of a learning
experience than a job." She recently
has been appointed one of two volunteer coordinators at the clinic.
Young said she never imagined she

"Planned Parenthood has been attacked in the media. We've been
attracting more volunteers because
women are a little more militant
about it," she said.

would be volunteering her time three
days a week for the clinic, but the
experience is worthwhile because
there is "so much variety and so
much to learn." She said she initially
became interested in volunteering at
the clinic when her husband went in
as a patient.
"I supported what it (clinic) stands
for ana ended up volunteering," she
said.
WEINRICH SAID the clinic is dealing with a sensitive issue in a conservative community and that the
volunteers feel there is a need for
adequate information regarding fam
ily planning in Bowling Green, especially amoung the younger people.

Weinrich said 43 student volunteers
have walked through the clinic's
doors since the beginning of fall semester but many nave since graduated or found their schedule did not
permit continuing. She stressed the
importance of having a personal commitment to the clinic s cause and
promptness.
Planned Parenthood is part of a
national organization with very strict

Magician builds own illusions,
collaborating on magic book
by Steve Gottlieb
reporter
Owen Red wine would love to be in a
glass chamber filled with two tons of
water.
Redwine, a sophomore majoring in
radio-television-film, says escaping
from this glass chamber like Houdim
did years ago is one of his ultimate
goals as a magician.
Redwine has performed his magic
act at high school assemblies, a competition at the Toledo Sports Arena.
The Toledo Club, The Side Door and
most recently, Mardi Gras.
He first became interested in magic
as a child when he got a magic set for
Christmas. He says unlike other children who get bored or frustrated with
these sets, he persevered.
"It's just a matter of sticking with
it," he says.
He got his first paying job at age 12
when lie got $3 for appearing at 'an
American Cancer Society benefit.
Redwine builds almost all his own
illusions for his act. He says this is not
only because the cost of buying a top
flight illusion is comparable to that of
buying a new car but because, "You
know what you're getting when you
build it yourself."
REDWINE GETS the ideas for
building illusions from looking

BG News Photo/Tim Tobln

Owen Redwine. a sophomore R-TV-F major. Is a practicing magician as he
demonstrated by preforming his levitating illusion on the Jerome Library
Deck.

"We'll Save
You Money"

WEDNESDAYS
EL CHEAPO NIGHT

Housing forms
Beginning Feb. 28 the University
Housing Office will be accepting
Fall Housing applications from
8:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. in the main
lounges or activity rooms of the
residence halls on campus.
Representatives from the Housing Office will be visiting each hall
on the scheduled dates:
OHenhaur East and West, February M
Krelscher Compton, March 1
Founders Lowry and Harmon. March
Feanden Mooney and Treadway,
M»rcb3
Alice Proot and Conklln, March 7
McDonald East and Kohl, March 8
McDonald North and Rodgers, March
McDonald West, March It
Harthmaa Bromfleld and Chapman,
March 14
Hanhman Anderson and Dunbar,
March IS
Krelscber Ashley and Darrow, March
Krelscher Batchelder, March IT

through art and theatre magazines at
the library, attending magicians' conventions and looking at everyday objects.
Redwine diagrams each illusion
carefully on paper before building it.
He is collaborating with New York
magician John Harrison on a book
that will show other magicians how to
build their own illusions.
Redwine's favorite illusion is Doug
Henning's famous Metamorphosis because he says even if the audience
knows how it's done, they're still
amazed.
He says he especially likes performing this kind of illusion in front of
large audiences because "a big reaction from 1,000 people is thrilling."
Redwine's feeling for his audience
shows in his attitude toward audience
participants.
"I never want to offend anyone. The
purpose is to have fun."
Redwine couldn't single out one
favorite magician he has today although he said he wouldn't mind being
in the shoes of Las Vegas magicians
Sigfried and Roy. who he said just
signed a contract for $1 million a year
and a new Rolls Royce each.
Reflecting on magic as a lifetime
career, Redwine says, "It sure beats
working for a living."

medical guidelines," she said.
Dimtroff has been a volunteer since
last semester. She said she recommends the volunteer capacity for
those students who will be at the
University over the summer so the
clinic does not lose valuable volunteer
time.

Students with less than 60 semester
credit hours or two academic years
in residence by Fall Semester must
live on campus (excluding those
who live with their parents and
commute daily- commuters are
required to reside no more than 50
miles from Bowling Green; or if
they are to be married prior to the
start of the fall semester).
These applications will aid the
Housing Office in determining the
number of students who desire
campus housing next fall. If the
situation shoulrl arise that there is
an overwhelming demand for accomodations, students applying for
housing on the specified day for
their hall will receive first priority.
Commuter and off-campus students wishing to live on campus
next fall must apply in the Housing
Office. 440 Student Services Building, starting March 1 where their
names will be placed on a waiting
list The current number of oncampus residents who reapply for
fall housing will determine the
quantity of waiting-list applicants
who will receive campus housing.

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom fum. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

Live Rock & Roll

NO COVER
Bring put dimes and quarters and
eres exAumeo

Parly A\ Night

BY

on. «*«r«

O. B*KER.

vrr?^r
$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

Thursday, Friday, Satuday
'The Snap Band"
MR.
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new Initiates!

Susan Marie Branic
Julie Calkins
Kimberly Chiron
Betsy Cline
Deborah Dean
Jennifer DeBord &
Kathleen Fertal
Laurie Jane Fushino
Lee Ann Griffiths
Leslie Harris
Judi-Marie Hintz
Elizabeth Horning
Nicole Karageorge
Pamela Kuzius
Pamela LaCroix
Denise Lavelle
Julie Marcum
Dana Meister
Michelle Starinsky
Patricia Thpmas
Elizabeth Warrell
Patricia Zidar
Pamela Zuppas
...AHA...AEA...ASA...ASA...ASA...ASA...

STADIUM PLAZA 3522107

call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120
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j ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS

B0GGS REAL ESTATE

BOJANGLES

< Congratulations to

■PERMS $30.00
I (INCLUDES HAIRCUT)
IASK FOR MINDY OR ROfil
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LET US WORRY
ABOUT
THE HEAT BILLS!
WE HAVE 1 & 2 Bdrm apartments
that have free heat, water, sewer
& some locations have free cable
TV and Air Conditioning.
• 649 Sixth-New living room furniture. Free
air conditioning
• 801 Fifth-Free Cable TV & new wallpaper
• 309 High-Free Cable TV. Very close to campus)
• 824 Sixth-Reasonable Rents
• 810-815 Fourth-lBdrm. Free air conditioning
• 228 S. College 1 or 2 Bdrms. Laundry room
on premise

This is your chance
to play pool
with

JACK WHITE
Internationally Famous
Pocket Billiard & Trick Shot Artist
in an
Open Tournament
Sign up today in the GAO Office
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S DIVISIONS!

Winner of each division plays Jack White-Friday
Round Robin begins Thursday
Trophies
Backer* Room, Uikw

CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS

Newlove Management
336 S. Main St.
352-5620

PLEASE PRESENT THIS AD

FREE

Prizes
Awarded

m
2-2343
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Some students apprehensive about "real world'
by Michelle Moulorlco
reporter

The saying "ready or not here it
comes" can be applied to many students who will (ace graduation this
year. While some students anticipate
this moment, others will begin to race
situations they have not previously
encountered.
Many feel very apprehensive when
they realise they must leave the University and face the "real world,"
according to Dr. Nancy Wygant,
counseling psychologist and coordinator of Career Development.
"Those who already have jobs lined
up are excited and not as uptight as
those without Jobs," Wygant said.
Students who are uncertain about
their future employment may have to
face going back home to live until

they get a job, and this becomes a
major concern for some graduates,
she said.
She added that fear of losing their
independence after four years on
their own and having to answer to
their parents are a few situations that
may arise.
"Communicate with your parents
about the expectations they will have
for you if you move back home and
get them ironed out and resolved
before the move takes place," Wygant said.
SHE ADDED the adjustment will
also depend on how flexible a student's parents are, since some parents may realize that a 23-year-old
person is old enough to act on his or
her own and not need the parental
authority that he or she needed in

"A person who is relocating should
previous years.
Wygant said another major concern leave In plenty of time to investigate
for students who move back home is the new community and get a place
having to financially depend on their all set to live before the new position
parents if the students do not have a begins," she said.
job. Many students do not like being in
THOSE STUDENTS who wait a
week ahead of time to do this probathis position, she said.
Students who graduate may have to bly will not be settled in when the job
leave behind some of their dose starts. Wygant stressed that adequate
friendships that they have developed time should be given to complete a
over their four-year stay at the Uni- major move to a new city or state.
She also said those who cannot find
versity, she said.
According to Wygant, "if they go furnished apartments should look into
leasing
companies and used furniture
back borne, they have probably grown
away from high school friends and stores to help furnish their apartment
now wonder what their social life will at a low cost.
Marriage is another topic of conbelike."
Those who relocate to a new city cern some seniors will face upon
usually must face the move without graduation.
"More couples are waiting until
any of their friends and "it can be
scarey going off by yourself," she they are both set in their occupations
before they get married," Wygant
said.

Grads continue education
by Colle
reporter

i Carroll

Graduation day is an image some
college students keep in mind through
their academic years. Yet following
commencement, many graduates decide they have not fully explored their
field and choose to continue their
education by enrolling in graduate
school.
Gary Heberiein, dean of the Graduate College said the high enrollment
to graduate school directly following
undergraduate studies can be attributed to a number of factors.
'To begin, the job market is very
competitive. Most graduates desire
the additional degree because they do
not want to settle for a position which
is less than what they really want,"
Heberiein said. "Students feel they
will enhance their job opportunities
and will be more likely to be employed with the additional degree.

"Secondly, there are several pressures in the job market, and most job
areas are selective. Also, the nature
of jobs today is more specialised and
minimum requirements for jobs are
higher than in the past.
^Finally, most students feel that if
they discontinue their education for a
year, it is unlikely that they will
return at all," he added.
HEBERLEIN SAID there are advantages to enrolling in graduate
schoordirectly after graduation; however, this may not be the wisest of
decisions depending on one's field of
study.
"Businesses are rapidly growing,
and many companies desire outside
experience before hiring someone
with a Ph.D.," Heberiein said.
The University's enrollment to the
Graduate College is fairly stable,
explained Heberiein. Yet graduate
school enrollments nationwide have

>**■

by Michelle Maulorlco
reporter

Some seniors preparing for graduation may be having difficulty
handling stress, Sue West, coordinator of the University's Student
Wellness Center, said.
"Students who are leaving
relationships at school and starting
new jobs probably will feel
stressed, and this is understandable," West said.

"The marketplace has been saturated with Ph.D. graduates. Consequently, there are more available
man what society needs," Heberiein
said.
KATHY CLEVELAND, a senior
Scbology major is planning to enin graduate school to further
prepare herself for her profession.

She said feeling emotionally low
or mildly depressed, tense, getting
too much or too little sleep, adopting abnormal eating habits, nervousness or crying more than
usual, are signs of a person under
stress.
If a person is feeling stressed, he
or she must first relieve it in order
to handle his problems, West
added.
A short-term action plan should

"In psychology, I feel I haven't
advanced my education enough to
keep up with the field," Cleveland
said. "I feel I need a master's degree
in order to be successful.
"I plan to enroll in graduate school
in the fall of 1983. The opportunity is
more feasible right after graduation,
and I wouldn't know what to do with
XIf if I took a year off from
I," Cleveland added.

Alumni Book Scholarship applications are now
being accepted from students enrolled in the
College of Arts and Sciences. If you have
earned less than 92 semester hours of credit at the
end of the Spring Semester, 1983, you are eligible
for this award. The recipients will receive $150
which can be used at the rate of $75 per semester
in the University Book Store for the purchase of
books. The Alumni Book Scholarship is based
on financial need and your academic record.
Applications can be picked up in the College of
Arts and Sciences Office, Room 205
Administration Building. Completed applications
are due in the College Office by March 15,1983.

a go of it and couples have to go where
the best opportunities are."
In order to handle these concerns
and others that may arise, Wygant
has a three-step approach that she
suggests students should use.
'Team to be patient, you can only
solve one concern at a time," she
said. "Put these concerns in priority
and decide which is most important to
least important and handle them
accordingly.
"Get very active in solving these
concerns - don't sit around and think
about them, but get up and do something about them. The working world
can be very exciting and rewarding.
"Although it has a lot of responsibilities, it can also be an ego builder, for
many students feel, 'I've finally arrived and I am a member of society.'

Leaving school may cause seniors stress

declined slightly within the last two
years and are expected to further
decline.

ALUMNI BOOK
SCHOLARSHIP

said.
She added some couples who become engaged during college must
split up after graduation. During this
absence from one another, they may
become lonely and meet someone else
and their engagement may not last,
Wygant said.
However, according to Wygant it
depends on how solid the relationship
is as to whether a couple can last
through the separation or not.
WHEN COUPLES are married,
they will have to decide where to
settle and this may lead to the problem of the husband or wife leaving a
Job they already have, Wygant said.
"Couples should logically evaluate
each person's job and decide which
has the best opportunity for advancement and financial gain," she said.
"Today it takes two incomes to make

be constructed by the stressed individual to eliminate the pressure he
or she is under, she said.
A REGULAR exercise program
should be included in the plan,
along with maintaining social activities, she added.
"Withdrawing from friends can
be dangerous,' she said, "so students should maintain or increase
their confidant relationships and
talk things over with their friends.
"Students should also set goals
for themselves and realize what
they will have to do in order to
reach these goals," she said.
A person should write down his
or her goals because this will make
the person feel in control and know
only he or she can carry these goals
out. West said.
She said students should figure
out how they are negatively handling their stress, such as overeat-

ing or binge drinking, and replace
these negative points with positive
ones, such as exercising, relaxing
or visiting friends.
"Being realistic and giving yourself a break is the most important
way to handle stress," West said.
SHE ADDED students must realize jobs will be harder to find this
year and they should accept this.
"A student should refuse to give
in to depression and not let their
self-esteem be affected if they do
not find a job immediately after
graduation/' West said.
She added students should say to
themselves, "I am going to go out
and do the best that I can."
The Well can provide students
with self-help handouts and
workshops dealing with stress. The
center does not handle counseling
services, but can refer students to
professional counselors on campus, West said.

Senior Challenge money to support health programs
Seniors who pledge
money to the Senior Challenge this spring will recelve their first
installment notice 14
months after graduation,
Kristina Calvelage, executive director of publicity
for Senior Challenge GivHk. said,
then will have a
pay one-third of
their pledge. This process

is repeated for three years
until the pledge is paid,
Calvelage said.
She said this way students who want to contribute to the University can
do so even if they are presently short on money.

The money collected
from this year's seniors
will be put into an advancement fund for health services. Interest from the fund
will support programs and
better student health care
in general, Calvelage said.

Health Services was cho"After they've been
working a while, it won't sen as the recipient this
be so much of a problem," year by the seniors themselves. A questionnaire
Calvelage said.

was used in the selection
process for the first time.
Students will be going
door to door with pledge
cards March 14-18.

Calvelage said seniors
have the option of specifying that one-half of their
program or department of
their choice.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

<&<*»■
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included »gas heat 'laundry
facilities • drapes 'carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

Ti^-FULLY FURNISHED EFFICIENCIES
INCLUDING A/C & CABLE TV
(Tenant pays elec. only)

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

■M>

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS

•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•STARTING AT $200 MONTHLY
•SPECIAL SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE
FQR MORE INFORMATION CALL 352-5435

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED

APRIL 9
MCAT

2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each.
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED 8365
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-3548 per
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO
SERVICE, COME TO WINTHROP TERRACE
WE STILL HAVE UNITS AVAILABLE M
HUM ME. SUMMIT ST.. AND NAPOLEON

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE
Call Days Evenings a Weekends

,Sfa/ni2ey-H.

KflPLAI

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

EsW*fesslC"t*r

VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS
OFFICE AT HO NAPOLEON NO.
NOONS tOO (0 5:00 MOOfM
SAT.. FEB. 26 OPEN 10-4

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Otter Contort
in Mori Than 105 Major US CHIOS • Abroad
Outside NY Stale

CAU TOII

r«Ei: eoo-nawiJ

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished$200-unfurnished
all itilities included seperate bedroom
HK

sHnnNp II CMfffnod

Hooift Soi ftdodod •rti now

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.
0p6n M F 9-4*30

ION LEASING FOR SUMMER I FRU 19S3
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted
•Food Waste OlSposal*Bath and 1/2
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays
•Qas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gaa Range-Landlord Pays
"•RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)"*
•SPECIAL FEATURES'
•CsWevlslon Available 'Patios and Balconies
* Large Closet Space 'Soundproofing
•9 or 12 Month Lease 'Plenty of Ample Parking
'Laundry Facilities in Buildings

CHCRIYWOM HEALTH Sf»
Comploto Facllltlea for men and women
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
-Indoor Heated Pool
•Metoo Sauna
-Sun Lamps
•Shower Massage
•Newly Built
• Comploto Exorslce Equipment
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOO SPA
'ProfeeaJonally qualified instructor! and atatf
'Outride Recreation
'Lounge/Snack Bar

Only $375.00/month
Ph.* 352-9378
Rental Office: 835 High St.
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EPA gives contract to dirty company
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency sanctioned
me award of a $7.7 million contract
for toxic waste clean up to a company
accused of trying to cover up its own
pollution problems. The company was
represented by a former consultant to
the EPA's administrator.
The contract to Chemical Waste
Management Inc. has come under
scrutiny by Congress as part of a
ballooning investigation into whether
politics played a part in the "superfund" program to clean up dumps
threats to the health of mSCbemical Waste, of Oak Brook, 111.,
is represented by Denver lawyer
James Sanderson, who for 15 months
was a part-time consultant to EPA
Administrator Anne Gorsuch - Anne

Burford since her weekend marriage.
Sanderson removed himself from consideration for a Job at the EPA after
he was accused of improperly aiding
another client while working for the
agency. The FBI is investigating.
Rep. James Florio, D-NTJ., one of
five House subcommittee chairmen
investigating the agency, has demanded explanations from Sanderson
and Burford by Thursday. Sanderson
said he did nothing improper and "I
resent being dragged back into the
follies in Washington."
Sanderson said he had no involvement in the negotiations which resulted in the awarding of a contract to
Chemical Waste to clean up the Seymour, Ind., dump or the citation issued against Chemical Waste's Lowry
landfill in Denver.
The EPA is seeking a $48,500 fine

against Chemical Waste for violations said they could show the yellow log
found on an inspection trip to Lowry book containing the leakage meaon Sept. 16 and 17. In a complaint filed surements if inspectors specifically
last month, the EPA said Chemical asked about them.
Waste had violated federal regulations by not stopping a leak at one of
Jeffrey Diver, senior environmenits waste ponds and by not properly tal counsel for Chemical Waste, said
informing inspectors about if.
yesterday his company did not conIn the September inspection report, ceal records it was legally required to
EPA investigator Eric Finke said be keep. He said two sets of books were
was told by two Chemical Waste em- kept because data that was not reployees that the former general man- quired by law was kept in a separate
ager of the Lowry landfill had book.
instructed them to keep two sets of
Chemical Waste was also a major
books, one of them a black-colored log beneficiary of a decision by Burford a
to be shown to inspectors that did not year ago to lift a ban on the dumping
reveal the leak and a yellow-colored of liquid chemical wastes in landfills.
logthat did.
Burford reversed that decision 28
The employees, Brian Culvey and days later after an uproar, but during
Gary Holcomb, were quoted in the that time, Chemical Waste was able
report as saying when they objected to legally dump 1,500 barrels of liquid
to this arrangement, the manager wastes at the Lowry landfill.

OPEC oil prices declared dead

Saudi Arabia vows to protect oil from price war
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) - The
United Arab Emirates declared
OPEC's $34 base price dead yesterday and Saudi Arabia vowed to take
whatever measures are necessary to
protect its oil wealth in the face of a
global price war.
The two countries met with fellow
Persian Gulf OPEC members Kuwait
and Qatar amid reports they were
considering slashing the price of their
oil as much as $7 a barrel, following a
$5.50 cut by OPEC member Nigeria
and $3 cuts in North Sea oil by nonOPEC members Britain and Norway.
Qatar's oil minister, Sheik Abdul
Aziz bin Khalifa al Than!, said, "For
sure there will be a price cut... a
good chance of by more than $4." He
made the comment after a three-hour
meeting at the home of Saudi Oil

Minister Ahmed Zaki Yamani.
Yamani said earlier Iraq and Libya
were expected to join the session
today, which would decide on lowering prices and on future ties with
other members of OPEC.
Yamani declared the Gulf Arab oil
producers were "the principal power
within OPEC." He did not specify
what steps he envisioned. Possible
measures the Saudis could take include cutting production, lowering
prices or both.
IN OIL trading centers the spot
price of crude fell more than $1 a
barrel. Saudi crude, which sells on
contract at $34 dropped to about $27.25
on the spot market from $28.75 a day
before. Oil on the spot market is sold
to the highest bidder, independent of
contract prices.

The oil minister of the United Arab
Emirates, Mana Saeed Oteiba, told
reporters: "There has to be a price
reduction, or else we shall be unable
to preserve our interests and our
markets, if we maintain the present"
OPEC base price.
Oteiba declared before leaving for
Riyadh the $34 OPEC benchmark was
"no longer existent" in the wake of
price cuts by Nigeria, Britain and
Norway, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries' News
Agency in Vienna reported.
But in speaking to reporters, he
refused to specify a figure or say
whether the price cut would be a "gulf
cut or an OPEC cut."
"These things are what we shall
decide tomorrow."
Officials in Algiers said an extraor-

dinary meeting of OPEC requested by
Algeria could take place as early as
tomorrow.
YAMANI TOLD Bahrain's Gulf
News Agency earlier that his kingdom was not prepared to take any
more pricing infringements by
OPEC.
A price war would ultimately lower
gasoline prices, but a loss of oil revenue by Third World producers like
Nigeria and Mexico would make it
difficult for them to pay foreign debts.
Each $l-a-barrel drop in crude
prices works out to a 2V4 cent-a-gallon
drop in the price of gasoline and home
heating oil. Cuts in retail prices will
also be influenced by competition,
demand and other factors. Retail
dealers sharply cut gasoline prices
last year and may now wish to increase their profit margins.

Infant deaths linked to one nurse

SAN ANTONIO, Texas (AP) - A
grand Jury is investigating the "suspicious" deaths of at least a dozen
hospitalized infants who have been
linked to the same licensed vocational
nurse, two newspapers reported yesterday.
The chairman of the county hospital
district promised later in the day to
cooperate with any investigation of
infant deaths at Medical Center Hospital. - •"■
"We have not had any evidence of
wrongdoing in this institution," Dr.
William Thornton said at a meeting of
the Bexar County Hospital District
board of managers.
"I believe there is a grand jury
investigation going on at this time,"
be said. "We are assisting the district
attorney's office in this investigation -

even though we have found nothing
wrong."
He said he hoped to disperse "the
cloud hovering over" the hospital.
The San Antonio Express News and
the San Angelo Standard-Times reported the deaths being investigated
by the grand jury occurred in the
hospital's pediatric intensive care
unit from late 1981 to early 1982.

ALL THE cases involve "strange
deaths of cardiac or respiratory arrest," the Standard-Times quoted
sources as saying.
The newspapers both reported that
a licensed vocational nurse has been
linked to all the deaths at that hospital
and the death of a baby in Kerrville,
50 miles to the northwest.
A Kerrville Counto grand jury was
reported to be looking into the death
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of one baby and severe respiratory
problems developed by seven others,
the Standard-Times reported.

The nurse under investigation went
to work for a doctor in Kerrville after
leaving the hospital here, Thornton
said. She has since left that position,
he said.
The district attorney's office yesterday did not return several calls.
Before yesterday's meeting, Thornton told The Associated Press the
number of deaths in the intensive care
unit was not necessarily out of the
ordinary.
"That's not a playroom," he said.
"That's a room full of sick kids. Some
are going to die. That's unhappy. But
it happens.

"Why do you consider one death
suspicious and not another?"
BEXAR COUNTY Medical Examiner Vincent DeMaio said yesterday
he was notified of the "suspicious
deaths" and passed along the information to the district attorney's office. He declined to say who notified
him or to give further details on the
tip.
DeMaio said his office would have
had trouble beginning an investigation because the cases were old.
The Express-News quoted an unidentified doctor on the staff of the
hospital district as saying the babies
were believed to have bled to death
after the nurse allegedly injected
them with Heparin, an anti-coagulant
drug often used to unclog blocked
blood vessels.

Look for the Weekender in the
Friday edition of the BG News

Sun Day

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

With the arrival of unusually warm weather, Jean
Luther, a freshman journalism major takes advantage
of Monday's sunshine by studying and airing out her
sneakers.

Chinese family policy causing
increase in infanticide of girls
PEKING (AP) - The murder of female babies, a frequent practice long
ago in rural areas, is on the rise again
in China, where government policy
restricts families to one child.
China's new family policy - aimed
at keening the population under 1.2
billion In the year 2000 - is enforced by
fines as high as $2,000 for an extra
child.
Although no government statistics
on infanticide are available, the official press is filled with grisly tales of
the killing of hundreds of girls by
parents determined to have a son.
Sons work in the fields, take care of
their parents in old age, inherit property and bring wives home to work.
Daughters cost money to feed, need
dowries and are married off into other
men's families.
Girl babies are drowned, strangled,
tossed down public toilets and left to
die in the wilderness, according to the
news reports, which say some local
authorities "look the other way" if a
little girl toddles off, trips into a well
or dies of exposure.
SUCH REPORTS reveal that the feu-

GOT YOUR EYE ON
SOMEONE SEXY?
Capture them in a
snapshot to share
with UAO
Winning photos will appear
in the 1983-84 Day by Day Calendar
Unlimited entries - due April 8, 5pm
in the UAO office.

dal preference for sons was not swept
away by socialism. They also reveal a
widespread disregard for Communist
China's legal system.
More than 210 girl babies were
murdered shortly after birth by their
parents last year in two does in
southern Guangdong province alone,
the Feb. 13 edition of the Canton
newspaper, Nanfang Daily, said.
In some villages, the newspaper
said, a bucket of water is kept ready
by the mother's bed as she gives
birth. If the baby is a girl, she is
plunged into the bucket and drowned.
If it is a son, she nurses him and the
family rejoices.
Because of centuries of female infanticide, certain rural areas, like
Anhui province, face a serious imbalance in the sex ratio. In some
places men have difficulty finding
brides.
"In their keen desire to have sons,
some men still torment their wives
who bear daughters and worse still,
they kill the baby girls through neglect or outright murder," the Peking
Review said.
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Reagan offers to flex muscle in Israel
He stressed, though, that "True
peace can only evolve through freely
negotiated agreements, not solutions
imposed by force."
Reagan called again for Israel,
Syria and the PLO to withdraw their
forces from Lebanon "in the shortest
possible time." Similar pleas over the
past months have gone unheeded.
Reagan gave no details of how the
United States would guarantee the
borders. His spokesman, Larry
Speakes, said one option was using
U.S. traps, probably as part of a
multinational force, upon a specific

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan declared yesterday he has
reversed a "truly alarming" decline
in America's global influence, and
offered to flex that renewed muscle
by insuring Israel's border security if
it quickly pulls all its troops back
from Lebanon.
"This administration is prepared to
take all necessary measures to guarantee the security of Israel's northern
borders in the aftermath of the complete withdrawal of the Israeli
army," the president said in a speech
to the American Legion.

BATAVTA. Ohio (AP) - Faced with
overcrowded jails and defendants
arrested within hours after police who can't or won't pay fines, Judge
early Saturday talked with the sole Robert Schaeffer said misdemeanor
survivor of the execution-style slay- defendants should have the option of
donating blood instead of going to jail.
ings.
Blood bank officials say the idea is
The survivor, Wai Chin, 61, was
listed in serious condition at Harbor- unhealthy and are refusing to buy the
view Medical Center on Monday. He blood. But Schaeffer says he still
was conscious and under police wants to give $50 credit for a pint if he
can find some agency that will accept
guard.
Chin, shot in the throat, staggered the blood.
"I think I'm going to keep pushing
out of the Wah Mee Club shortly after
the shootings and was able to direct it," Schaeffer said yesterday. "I've
got
some people working on it. We'll
police to the club.
Police pried open the club's doors find some place that wants the
and found 13 people bound, robbed blood."
and shot in the head in the worst mass
murder in Seattle history.

SEATTLE (AP) - Two men arrested
in the gambling club massacre of 13
people in Chinatown stood silently in
court Monday and were ordered held
without bail because police are still
looking for a third suspect.
Benjamin Ng, 20, and Kwan "Willie" Mak, 22, appeared with their
lawyers in a pre-arraignment hearing
in Seattle District Court that lasted
less than 10 minutes.

The two Seattle residents, who arrived in the United States from Hong
Kong five to seven years ago, were

AT

The first autopsy to be completed
Sunday showed one of the victims
died of multiple gunshot wounds to the
head, with one close enough to leave
powder burns, said Bill Haglund, a
spokesman for the King County Medical Examiner.

A

highways," Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor wrote for the court. "The
carnage caused by drunk drivers is
well documented."
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into his airplane."
Buddy: 'Tie helps to run World War H and World War HI."
Billy: "He paints his White House when it gets yukky."
Chris: "He can give you money but not very much."
Louis: "He helps the tax guys clean up the White House to keep it
white."
Alex: "He works and does paper work - not the wallpaper kind."
Cindi: "He helps people by giving them his clothes and stuff."

supply ship that reached him Sunday. He is in a 35-foot rowboat and hopes
to reach Australia in about 4% months.
In an interview with The Associated Press by radio-telephone, Bird
said the ship delivered him another three-month supply of mostly freezedried food, 30 gallons of fresh water, a new satellite tracking beacon and
fresh papaya and green bananas.
The supply ship crew then broke out three bottles of champagne and
celebrated Bird's 36th birthday, which was Saturday.

AT THE CORNER OF
SECOR AND SYLVANIA

Campus Tour Guides
TRYOUTS
Mon. Feb 28 - Mon. March 7
10:30- 11:30 & 1:30-2:30
Appointments must be made
(by Fri. Feb 25)

Miss Swit grew up in the predominantly Polish section of the city's East
side, where she attended Holy Rosary Roman Catholic Church, worked
part-time at the city library and went to Pope Pius VI High School.
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Ernest Zavodnyik, staff director of
the American Bar Association's Judicial Administration Division in Chicago, said Schaeffer's offer sounded
unusual, but he saw no problem with
it.
"The ABA has no position on something like this," Zavodynik said.
"Courts throughout the country have
been looking at ways to get defendants. .. to make some sort of
restitution, if not directly to the victims then in some way try to benefit
society."

Town remembers 'Hot Lips' Houlihan, hottest daughter, with holiday
PASSAIC, N.J. (AP) - Her hometown is so hot for "Hot Lips" Houlihan
that Feb. 28, the day of the last "M-A-S-H" episode on television, has been
proclaimed Loretta Swit Day.
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But one condition of Schaeffer's
agreement is the donation be voluntary. If the person accepts money for
his blood, that money must be turned

over to the court and the $50 credit no
longer is valid.
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PAPETEE, Tahiti (AP) - Englishman Peter Bird, trying to row across
the Pacific Ocean alone, had his first direct contact with humans in six
months when a supply snip showed up last weekend.
He even dressed up. "Normally, I don't wear anything," he said. "But
since I've got company, I'm wearing shorts."
Bird left San Francisco Aug. 23. He has traveled more than 4,000 miles
and was about halfway to his goal, Australia. He had been drifting for
more than a week about 300 miles northwest of Tahiti waiting for the
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HE THOUGHT part of that money
went to donors and was surprised
when the Hoxworth Blood Center in
Cincinnati, which provides blood to 27
hospitals in an eight-county area, said
it does not pay donors. In fact, it
wasn't anxious to receive blood from
anybody who felt forced into it.
"He nad a great idea. It's just not
going to work," Marsha Rolih,

spokeswoman for the blood center,
said. "We don't want to make a moral
issue out of this. We just want to be
sure the blood we accept is safe for
everybody."
Patricia DiPietriantonio, director
of the Alpha Therapeutics plasma
center in Cincinnati, said the private
pharmaceutical company probably
would pay its usual $8 fee per donation, assuming the court-sent donors
passed a medical checkup.

Engiishman tries to cross Pacific to Australia alone in rowboat

She referred to a 26-year-old Court
opinion that lamented: "The increasing slaughter on our highways, most
of which is avoidable, now reaches the
astounding figures only heard of on
the battlefield."

JACK'S
BAKERY

Schaeffer, 36, has been a Clermont
County judge for six years. Last
week, he began offering the credit for
blood donations "off the top of my
head." So far, six people have chosen
to give blood rather than go to jail.

PHOENIX (AP) - What does President Reagan do in Washington?
Teacher Jo Ann Salem recently put the question to her first-grade
students at R.E. Simpson school ana got some surprising answers.
"He's the president and knows what he's doing even if we don't,"
replied Stephen.
Others:
Benjamin: "He earns his money by helping Mrs. Reagan around the
White House."
Jennifer: "When there is a real bad problem, he calls the police or gets

Justices John Paul Stevens and
Thurgood Marshall dissented. They
said the South Dakota court's ruling
"The situation underlying this case had been based on protections offered
- that of the drunk driver - occurs in its state constitution - not the
with tragic frequency on our nation's federal Constitution.

■

He said King Hussein of Jordan
"should be supported in his effort to
bring together a Jordanian-Palestinian team to negotiate the future of the
West Bank, Gaza and Jerusalem."
Reagan long has urged Hussein talk
with Israel and Secretary of State
George Shultz said last week there is
a "reasonable possibility" Hussein
will do so.

Reagan assumes diverse responsibilities in first graders' minds

Refusing sobriety test means guilt
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme
Court told the states yesterday they
can fight the "carnage caused by
drunk drivers" by using a motorist's
refusal to take a sobriety test as
evidence of guilt.
The court said such a refusal' 'is not
■ -protected by the privilege against
. self-incrimuiation."
In the drunken-driving case, the
justices reversed a 7-2 South Dakota
Supreme Court ruling that had
banned a driver's refusal to take a
sobriety test as trial evidence.

reality that peace and justice are to
be gained only through direct negotiation" as he urged in his 1982 peace
plan.

Criminals given option of donating blood

Judge refuses bail to suspects
held in gambling club massacre

Judge Betty Taylor Howard turned
down the defense attorneys' request
that bail be set or an immediate
hearing be held. Howard told the
packed courtroom that because another man is being sought she wanted
to hold Ng and Mak without bail.
The mayor has called the atrocity a
"once-in-a-century crime."

public assurance because the Israelis
"NOW I realize that many wellhad requested it.
meaning people deplore the expendiReagan told his audience that be- ture of huge sums of money for milifore he took office, America "simply tary purposes at a time of economic
ceased to be a leader in the world/' hardship," Reagan said. "Similar
and her weaknesses fostered terrorist voices were heard in the 1930s when
change in U.S. policy,
have emphasized all along the secu- attacks and a reputation for unrelia- economic conditions were far worse
than anything we are experiencing
rity of Israel's northern border is one bility.
Strengthening the United States po- today. But the result of heeding those
of the principal goals which the
sition
in
the
world,
Reagan
said,
bevoices then was a disastrous military
United States believes negotiations
gan with efforts to restore the imbalance that tempted the forces of
must attain," he said.
The spokesman added it was one of economy and bolster U.S. military tyranny and evil and plunged the
"many, many options, none of which might. He deemed his $239 billion 1964 world into a ruinous war .. "
has been decided upon." Speakes said defense budget, widely criticized in
The president again called on Arabs
be did not believe Reagan made the Congress, as necessary to that effort. "to accept the reality of Israel andlhe
request and if their use was an essential part of an agreement.
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Falcons' Homberger makes big splash for tankers
by Stave Qulnn
tporti reporter
When swim coach Ron Zwierleln
came to Bowling Green last season to
take on the duties as the women's
swim coach, he received a valuable
legacy. That legacy was Donna Homberger.
Homberger demonstrated her value last year as she became the MidAmerican Conference champion in
five events, including three individual
chamnionMilnw. Homberger's individual tides included the 100 and 200-yard
backstroke and the 200-freestyle. Her
time in the 200-freestyle of 2:10.04 was
a conference record that still stands
today.
She also participated in the winning
400-freeatyle and 400-medley relay
teams. The 400-medley relay team set
a school record with a time of 4:00.83.
Homberger's acomplishments helped
her to be named the team's Most
Valuable Swimmer.
DESPITE A successful sophomore
season, Homberger got off to a rough
start this year while incoming freshmen were making a name for themselves. Homberger attributed her
slow start to her summer training and
said it was not easy adjusting to such
a large freshman class.
"I did not work out too much in the
summer," Homberger said. "I just

did a little running and some work on
the Nautilus. We also have such a
large and good freshman class that it
was hard to get to know all of them. I
had to assert myself . They really
pushed me and the other upperclass-

Since the Florida trip, Homberger
has been virtually unstoppable.
In a meet against Western Michigan, BG's first meet since returning
from Florida, Homberger won the 50
and 100-backstroke and swam on the

respectively, and third in the 50-freestyfe.
In an 89-59 loss to Miami, Homberger gave the Redskins a taste of
what she can do. She won both the 100
and 200-backstroke and swam in the

"I came in second last year when I lost to a
girl from Northern... I'm not going to let her
have that pleasure again."
- Donna Homberger

Donna Homberger
men to work hard. You do not want to
lose your position to a freshman."
Homberger cited the team's trip to
Florida during the winter break as
her turning point this season.
"Florida is pretty much where we
build our base," Homberger said.
"He (Zwierlein) really worked us
hard. People think when we go to
Florida, it is all fun and games - but
after going through two workouts a
day there Is not much time for fun."

winning 200-medlay relay team.
SHE ALSO had a large contibution
in BG's victory over Illinois State.
Homberger captured the 200 and 100backstroke, aO-freestyle, and the
swam on the winning 200-freestyle
relay team.
Even when the Falcons were not
winning, Homberger was still racking
up points. During a tough loss to
Northern Illinois, she took first and
second in the 100 and 200-backstroke

winning 400-freestyle relay. Consequently she was responsible for 17 of
BG's 59 points.
Homberger has been quite a discovery for the Falcons, even though
BG was not her foremost choice.
"I was ready to sign a letter to go to
Miami but Tom Stubbs (former BG
swim coach) called me and offered
me some money and I accepted,"
Homberger said. "I also liked this
campus and the pool. When I first

came to BG I went through a volleyball audition then I talked to Coach
Stubbs."
BUT SINCE Stubbs resigned after
Homberger's first year, she has had
to adjust to her second coach (Zwierlein) in as many years.
"I thought it was going to be tough
at first because I had three different
coaches when I swam at the YMCA. It
is easy to work under Ron. He is real
tough but he's a good motivater. My
times have dropped a lot in my first
year under Ron,' Homberger said.
With the regular season completed,
Homberger said she has her eves on
the upcoming MAC championships in
DeKalb, 111.
"I want to be defending champion
in the 100 and 200-backstroke and win
the SO-backstroke," Homberger said.
"I came in second last year when I
lost to a girl (Jenny Van Alstyne)
from Northern (Illinois). I'm not
going to let her have that pleasure
again. I also want to win the 200freestyle again."
Zwierlein expressed strong confidence in Homberger and her chances
at DeKalb.
"She has really come into her own
in the last half of the season," Zwierlein said. "I think she is a definite
contender. All four of her strokes are
solid -which gives her fine versatility."

Homberger, only a junior, has done
more than most BG swimmers hare
done in four years. She currently
holds six school records, more than
any swimmer past or present with the
exception of senior teammate Terry
Alexander (who also holds six records).
HER RECORDS stand in the lot
and 200-backstroke, the 200 and 400medley relay, and the 400 and MSfreestyle relay. Homberger was also
selected for last year's All-Ohio team
in three different events.
Despite all her personal accomplishments and goals, Homberger
said her personal goals are second to
the team goals.
"First I would like to win for the
team," Homberger said. "If I qualify
for the Nationals - that would be
great.
"We are looking strong. You hare
to have 17 tough swimmers and I
think we have them. Our biggest asset
is our depth," Homberger added.
Homberger said the MAC
championships will be a close race
but the team is prepared.
"It is going to be a battle between
four or five teams instead of just one
or two like last year," Homberger
said. "All of it is mental - for the peat
six months it has been physical bat
now you have to have it in your head
to win and I'm ready to win."

Falcons'centers are reasons behind icers success
by Tracy Collins
sports reporter
The difference between Bowling
Green's hockey team last season and
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association champions this season has
been balance, and nowhere has that
balance been more evident than in the
center position.
At the beginning of the season, BG
came in with four top-notch centers in
senier co-captain and 1962 all-American Brian Hills, Junior John
StmiwiH, sophomore Dan Kane and
sophomore Nick Bandescu.
Those four players combined for 69

only 13 contests last season.
That center nucleus took a beating
in the opening game of the season,

when Bandescu was lost for the year
with a knee injury. The fastest skater
on the team and one of the best
penalty killers, it was obvious his
presence would be missed (despite a
fine performance by Kim Collins, who
is playing his best hockey as a Falcon).

there is quite a bit of irony in that
series as well.
One touch of irony came in the fact
that Samanski and Kane suffered
potentially serious injuries Samanski suffering a severe hand cut
last Thursday, and Kane suffering a
cut and ice burns in a freak accident
in front of the Miami goal during
Friday's contest.
Kane took 12 stitches after being
tripped up while crossing the Miami
crease. The impact of his fall - carrying his weight plus the weight of e
Miami player - forced his face into
the ice as he slid into the boards. Kane
started the following evening, assisting on BG's first goal.
SAMANSKI HAD to have his hand
double-stitched after the accident in
last Thursday's practice. While doing
a one-on-one drill with George Roll,
Samanski fell, lost his glove, and
Roll's skate went across Samanski's

HILLS, SAMANSKI (now at left
wing, replaced at center by Tim
Hack) and Kane have lived up to their
preseason billing. Hills (35-49-84) -the
nation's highest scorer, is only five
points shy of the regular-season scoring mark for BG. Samanski (25-28-51)
has shown a productive season deSite a year's layoff, and Kane (22-27) has turned into a legitimate collegiate goal-scorer.
It was appropriate, then, that those
players should be the scoring and
inspirational stars of the title-clinching series sweep over Miami. But

hand. The word before Friday's game
was that Samanski was doubtful for
the series, but he was in the starting
lineup on Saturday night.
Not only was he in the lineup, but
Samanski was the second star of the
game, scoring the winning goal in the
championship game. For most of
BG's team, this was a repeat
championship performance. For
Samanski, who sat out last year's
championship drive due to academic
ineligibility, It was his first. Ironically, his sixth game-winning goal of
season tied a team record (co-held by
Hills, John Markell and Rich Nagai).
"I knew I could play tonight, but I
couldn't really take a hard shot,"
Samanski said in the jubilant lockerroom, last Saturday. "It's part of the
game - playing with pain. It feels
great to win a championship. It feels
great to finally be a part of a
championship."

Bender has top performance

Everything fell into place for the
Bowling Green women gymnasts last
Saturday against Indiana: a team
victory, a high overall score, and a
new school balance beam record.

is 35.4), enabled her to take first
individually. BG's Shelley Staley
scored 34.55 for third all-around, as
her 9.3 in the balance beam set a new
BG record. And senior gymnasts
Dawn Boyle and Katie Greaser finished in fourth and sixth, with 33.65
and 33.1, respectively.

The Falcons scored 170.05 in a nonconference, dual home meet to post
one of the team's best scores of the
season. Indiana, a team bothered by
sicknesses, totaled 166.05, which is
about what BG has been averaging
this season.
An outstanding all-around performance by BG's Julie Bender, scoring
35.35 (the school record for all-around

Falcon coach Charles Simpson was
impressed by his team's winning each
event, as BG took control of the meet
from the beginning. Bender led the
scoring in the vault with a 9.1. Greaser's 8.65, one of her best scores of the
season, enabled her to grab third,
while Staley and Boyle tied for fourth
and Jill Slomsky was sixth.
ALTHOUGH Indiana was first and

third in the uneven bars with 9.4 and
8.8 scores, BG still beat them in the
event. This time it was Boyle's fine
performance, scoring an 8.85, which
gave her the winning edge, as Bender
and Slomsky were fourth and fifth.
Next, Staley ran away with the
balance beam event in her record
scoring performance.
"Everyone thought I'd get (at
least) a 9.0," Staley said, referring to
her beam routine. "I was very surprised with the score." Bender, at a
distant but respectable second place,
scored 8.8, and Greaser was fifth.
The final event, the floor exercise,
was won by Boyle with a 9.05. This
marked the third 9.0 plus score of the

meet for the Falcons. And this is the
first time in awhile the team has had
that many high scores, according to
Simpson. Bender again made Tier
presence felt on a golden day for the
Falcons, scoring an 8.95, as Greaser
tied for fifth (8.55), respectively.
BG hopes to carry their momentum
into this Saturday's dual home meet
with Mid-American Conference foe
Western Michigan. A team that has
improved each week this season and
is still in the MAC race with BG, the
Broncos have the ability to win the
MAC championship, Simpson said.
This weekend's matchup at 1 p.m.. In
Eppler North Complex, might be a
preview of what could be a MAC
championship showdown.

BEST DEAL IN TOWN

SPWNG

'*

825 THIRD: ONE BEDROOMS FROM
$260 PER MONTH.

QQ

8«£4/c

r
%

Q

•
•
•
•

841 EIGHTH AND 755 MANVILLE:
TWO BEDROOMS FROM $230 PER
MONTH.
NEW CARPET AND NEW FURNITURE
IS YOUR OPTION.

WE'RE GOING TO DAYTONA BEACH

GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY OUR
MODEL AT 755 MANVILLE ANYTIME
BETWEEN 11:00 AND 7:00 ON
WEEKDAYS. SATURDAYS 10:00 TO
5:00.

GO WITH UAO

Soni'mun Heal Instate Companj

$199/person per four person room
$50 due upon sign up - deadline - March 1
Call 2-2343

Bowling Green's basketball team
can at least clinch a share of the
Mid-American Conference
Championship with victories over
Western Michigan and Ohio University this week. The Falcons face
the Broncos at 7:30 p.m. tonight in
Kalamazoo, Mich.
BG is coining off a 7543 win over
Miami last Saturday at Anderson
Arena. Sitting on top of the MAC
standings, BG is 11-3 (16-7 overall).
WMU has been struggling under
first year coach Vern Payne, but
the Falcons have not won at Read
Fieldhouse since 1978. The Broncos, who have lost their last three
games against BG, are 3-11 (5-19
overall).
A victory tonight would give the
Falcons their most MAC road victories in a season. BG is currently

5-2 in MAC road games, equaling
the five road wins accomplished by
the 1962,1975 and 1978 teams.
BG forward David Jenkins was
named the MAC's men's basketball
Player of the Week for bis performances that led the Falcons into
the sole league lead.
The WooT-5 junior from Warren
collected 46 points and 20 rebounds
in key victories over Kent State
and Miami.

BG-OC1 game sold out
All reserved and general admission tickets for this Saturday's I
p.m. basketball game against OUe
at Anderson Arena are sold eat
This is the second straight seD-eat
at Anderson Arena.

Bernthisel
AutoWorks, Inc.

#0N WHERE yQ(ji
for

Chevrier) played me pretty welL I
actually went past, cut back, and
stuffed it in the corner."
"That was a big goal," SnmfiiMw
said. "It was only 3-1 then, and they
could have gotten back in it."
Hills saidthe goal was not as important as Samanski believed.
"I didn't think there was a turning
point," Hills said. "We beat them all
the way - we beat them every period.
Johnny got us going, and Wayne Collins played superb in net We've Just
got to keep it going all the way
through the championship."
Hills did not specify which
championship. BG has one in hand,
with two within reach (the CCHA
playoffs and the NCAA
championship). If the center nucleus
- as altered as it has become in the
course of 34 games - stays productive,
both those championships may be
within reach.

Falcons face Broncos

Falcon gymnasts put it all together in win
by Ready Davidson
sporis reporter

SATURDAY'S GAME was close at
the outset. Samanski's two power
play goals in the first period gave BG
a two-goal lead, but the game was
nick-and-tuck. Some players felt a
period of the game in which six solid
checks were given by BG players
(including two by Mike Pikul which
put two Redskins on the ice) was the
turning point of the game. Samanski
felt a goal by Hills - Samanski's
linemate and a strong candidate for
CCHA Player-of-the-Year - was the
final nail in the Redskin coffin.
That goal came with 1:59 left in the
second period, when Hills picked up a
loose puck which had gotten away
from a fallen MU defenseman.
"It wasn't really just me on the
breakaway," Hills said of the play.
"Johnny Samanski was coming down
with me. I tried to suck the defenseman over to me. but he wouldn't
come over to me. The goalie (Alain

I
§
B

Complete Car Care

Collision
Painting
Rust Proofing
Frame Work

Tune-Up
Alignment
Balancing
Transmission

425 Grant St. • Bowling Green, OH 43402
IBthlnd Uyf$ DO)

352-SS79 • BODY SHOP • 874-2612
MECHANIC • 364-1303
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CAMtniJ/CITY IVINTS
Feb 23. 1003
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
Wad. Fab. 23. 1883 al 0:00 p m m
room 112 Lee Seances. Or WBarn
Spear «S ba mialjnu on tha loplc
Computers In Education Everyone
by to aaandl SNBA
ALL STUOENTS WITH NATIONAL
DEFENSE - DOtECT STUOENT
LOANS OR NURSING STUOENT
LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR
LEAVWG B.Q.S U AFTER SPPJNG
SEMESTER 1083 ARE REOUBED
TO ATTEND AN EXIT INTERVIEW
PLEASE CONTACT THE STUOENT
LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE BEPORE MAY 1, 1083 AT 372-01 12
TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
SENIOR CHALLENGE
83 IS COMING
QTVtaa WEEK 3/14783-3/18783
StJwOR CHALLENGE 'ay
MARKETING SEMINARS AT THE
ALUMNI CENTER
2/23783 8:30-0:30 pa
2728/83 1 00-2 00 p.m.
STUOENT PERSONNEL CLUB
•KEY" PICTURES FOR YEARBOOK
TOURS FEB 24, 7 30 pm
ASSEMBLY RM McFALL CENTER
There wl bo an Important conetrtuHonal aaaembry lor al
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATION members thai Thursday
the 24*1 at 5 30 In 300 Moaaay. Al
members and interested persons are
ugod lo attend"
APPLICATIONS FOR THE IS83
FALL WASHINGTON SEMESTER at
American University m Washington.
D.C. now being accepted Contact
the Cantor lor Educational Options.
231 Adrian Bldg . 3724)202, tor
more Inlormatlon. Apportion deadens
• March 18.

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND
MANS WATCH NEAR
HARSHMAN QUAD CALL DEBBIE
AT 2-3072 MUST IDENTFYi
LOST a blue checkbook 4 waHet an
Any Inaxell Mae at l$2-02a$ll
Found: Purae In Joel E Brown
Theatre- DOQCrtjO and CH 2-1221
LOST WOMENS GOLD WATCH.
NIGHT OF FEB 11th IF FOUND
CALL 372-1218

Acologael Acoto^Ml AcotogMI
Sony brmher 81 and PN Mu SUK
to, tor congraajaeng you on your
rsosnt a saarlriQ r«ma ol your
eunuuie»e 'r*»»v Afier al • pinrang or • laiasailig. what s the after
•no* anon your. In LOVEI? The PI

Found
Aram. Thus-aSar InesrmureB Oalm
364-2034
Oca) Chain HauMatu Wi anu.haed
pendent Vary Important » tound
> oat Soon. 382-8887'.

How do you maka a piggy bark?
Tha Mpa S<4ATCHER

oeeeiE

D8XTA OAaBM ANCHOR ITLASHI
MNMT ■■■ IT AT COOPCT

porx m wcww AWAYI

Setters
DZ SPRING PLEDGES
GET
PSHYCHED FOR AN EXCITING SEMESTER. WE ARE SO HAPPY TO
HAVE YOUi LOVE. YOUR 02 SISTER^
GREEKS—Coma gat your greek
hedges on saw Wadnaaday and
Thursday In University Hal tor only
75'" Don'l mraa It.
OUYS N OALS JEAN JACKETS
LEE » LEVI
JEANS N'THMuS
Ut PJOOtST.

CM—O SCOOeeES
■a did lam
Wo Mat eeM. 'Lewie, what's the
Oajr
$e she get MeeHersd to her Kappa

3824340

Mufflers inetaaad-low as 81S.S8.
Wei meat or beet any written eefr
rnata. Don't pay moralll Cat 3841278 tor FREE eeOmaei! BQ MunWr
Cantor 11068 BowOng Green Rd.

d'snetsrwg
ea she tout a 'Mrs.,'
tot O.C.'s Pta aaeramsii Judy
e> el Ma herahey Uesssl

Happy Hour-Hoaosy Inn
Everyday. at day MTV
Every Night. Al feght

■ ■ a rtaa an Aaty'a Lett head

ProlaeaBnal TypJraj
Theaa Dtaaerleaone

352-0835

Have you dedicated your tana to
service lor your residence hat? Are
you an active leader In your resident
raw's actrvtoaa? Resident Student
Aeeocaaon * sponsoring a National
Residence has honorary to recognize
outstanding individual-applications
avaabte al 42S Student services d
ueoyForj 26.

Whoa the ceremany Is llnlahed snd
daae
»•'■ heee 10 cell her Mrs. Spehn!

MISONAL
Al you Sueie Snowbunnree and Recer
Rea'eot AGD-wax up your akis lor the

Cathy t$Wy
JudyADoug
AantRay
Fab. 20.10»$.

be THE ULTIMATE
Alpha Pha-You lava done ■ age*'
Thank you tor making at. Louo poea
Ue You don'l know what a apsdaj
0>l • at I promae to bring back a
weaah ol ado to share wan my
tovorto women' Thaml Lova. Mary
Jo|Mom)

Mas Dee to na. 10$ IMC by Feb. 2J
at 4,-ea pjn. Pay eaohta weak ol
Corvjretuaoorw to Dave Rhoadee on
your aaraton to preekjent ol Skjna
Nu. Good kick Sigma Nu # 1 Your I.

Annette. Debbie. Fee. MKhote-you're
~
ver ki theaa past 4
years, we've made many fentaaac
memoriea. but we ve many more Km
times ahead We're seniors and It's
•me to ran pat crazy. You Faera-I
ton* you at vary much Alter Ha
semeeler the reeort w* never be the

er-i

Conrjraluaeone Veroraca Grey on
your Thata CN-Della Gamma avatar
krg to Pedgel Love. Your DG satera
CiimiUlidoai to B
■aleaar ol the week. Thanka Bill.
Tto etewaaa al Upraa PM tpelton.

TODAY ONLY
BUY 6 BAGELS
GET 3 FREE

THE BASHED
POTATO
is

Behind Finder's East

COMING ....

Present tha coupon

354-1001

IX Kin Snow. C<xvjraajatlona on
bang aaJaajM) aa an RA-Youl ba
the beani na so proud ol you. Low
you. Bkj Terry.
LTLaaae James
Congrata on going acave. aaaieal
You're the beet ■ ever! DZ lova and
Mka Big Law
Mary Elan Matthewe: CongraUe
$ora on bang ohoaen tor al Greek'a
whoa who. You/re • aoecai pan m
our chapter and we're proud ol you!
Love, Your Alpha PN aaearm.
MASS COaaaaaCA-nOMS WEEK
ISN'T JUST FOR COajajtaariTKlal
MAJORS
Mortar Board Members:
Congratuaoone on eurvMng your
Marathon Weekend ' Your group wt
ba long ramernbarad M B.G. tor al
your encieeent oorarrbubdna-but eepecaay tor Ha very specal paopla
each ol you are. A speclel thanks snd
Congrata goal to Mka Mracheeo tor
a superb k*! you we el the beet! Luv
yal Mary Jo (pa. No-mat bait an
engagement nngl)
NEXT—TO-NEW SHOP
Cawing • houeawaraa prload tow
Open Tuea. 10-4pm $ Fri 1-7pm
St AJoyalue Sohool 2nd noor
Deal Gamma BATHMQ BEAUTY
CONTEST! Thin. Fee. 24 at COL
LEOE STATION BOO PM

Ba'aya.'
__^^_^
REUOKXIS VALUES ANO CAREER
CHOICES IN HARD ECOrvOMIC
TIMES Workshop tor ccnektoflng
choices tor IhVwork In which relotouaoonoena are token Into raaajai
ol |ob market. Workshop ad by Or
Roaa Millar
United Chrlatlan
Feeowsrap every. Comer ol Ridge i
Thuraan 4-8 30 PM.

LAURA SCHNITNER-WE KNOW
YOU WILL BE A GREAT RA. HAVE
FUN IN ROGERS NEXT YEAR! OZ
^LOVE^rOURSISTERS^^^^^^^

Hours M-F 8-10 Sat. & Sun 9-10

LQ LOAD WASHERS SAVE YOU $$
KIRKS
709 8. MAW

Jane Haualald Congratulatlona on
raoaMng the Jackie Grtbbone award
at panhal achosvship deaaerta1 Your
hard work and dedication haven't
gone unnoticed! Wa re proud ol you!
Love Your Alpha Pru SiSlera

Dana Srvve^-Ojrvjraluatlona on bohg eeacaad to Irtoke »a connecbon
win la Ur* Love. YOur DZ satora

1448 E. Wooeter St.

P.M.: Congrasutaoora on your
niaantslikj and Inaarlan mto Ira
Oraek'a who's who. rm so proud ol
you! Oat excited tor the weekend rl
wd be tun. km. tuni Love, the girl with

Akme Qemma Daaa go tor W Grab
your date who reefy rate*, and on to
the slopes we we go1 Saturday's not
raronlll
St Thome* Moore Meaa el Mac East
pano lounge. 11 30 Thureday.
Sue. Congrata on being named Sigma
Chi Sweetheart We lova ya and think
you re awol S H . D. McS. L8.
Attention el
THIEVES The
Ha* she? back
United States
ooestguardt

Tha Gamma Phi's would eke to thank
the Sigma Chi's tor a great time aat
Thursday night. Lais do it again reel
eoonl

GET THEM SOON
BASH
KII'ROCKS

■

BASH RIPROCK'S

Apartment Complexes
9:00 - 4:30 Monday ■ Friday
Hoven House- *535/mo.
Piedmont-8lh & High 51 - '375/mo.
Blrchwood Plrxe-650 Sixth St.- M00/mo
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St - '400/mo.
Smoll Bldgs.-Monville between 6lh & 7th St.- '350/mo.

128 W. WOOSTER

♦
♦

HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
IVabath
1 bedroom • carpeted and furnished
Cablevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal • Landlord Pays

♦

ZETA BETA TAU IX Ms arM be
eeatng GREEK badgea today In
UMiaaHl Had Irom 10:0O-4:OO. Oat
rouranoat
3 NICE GIRLS ARE LOOKING FOR
ANOTHER FEMALE ROOMMATE
FOR THE 83-84 SCHOOL YEAR
(NON-SMOKERS ONLY) APT ON
2ND ST , S52SJSEM CALL 2-6476
or 2-S477.
T-SHwTTS
T-SHSTTS
T—SHaHTS
CALL JeaHsJ-701!
PABST BLUE RIBBON DAYTONA
BEACH eV*M0 ■MEM TRJP —
$1$$—$ MAN ROOM, 11 $8—4 MAN
ROOM. CALL MKE AT 352-1112
FOR MOM INFO WHY PAY MORE
FOR LESS?
Earn extra doaws Sal Avon cat Lori
Am 382-8731.
RACKET STFeNQMQ FOR TENNIS
OR RACOUETBALL $8.S0
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Main
382-71 $7
Stop In tor our frae brochure ol
srldrsssss and prices tor the 83-84
school yaar. Newtove Management
338 S Man Slreet 362-5820.
Mecy'e Hair hi Fab. 1/2 OH Perm
end Hal Patoxar Specal Reg. $25,
$38, and $45 Values Haircut not
mdudad 11$ 8S1$
FOR SALE 1 SET 150 WATT MAR
ANTZ SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER
RECErVOR. 1 1/2 YRS. OLD. $400
tor aat WILL PART OUT CALL
TONY 352-4489
■to* Year part et die world and
here all you went si Ml Spaghetti
B*lllM0hl00lll sauce or chicken
chow mam over rise. Both with
salad bar. Both all you can eat.
S2JM each LK IUtl.ur.nl 1450 E.
Wooeler. 152-0544.

Aroedy formed campus bend wonts
to add singer, gukwiet. or baaaal II
IntoteMed (or even curious), cal
Dave 362-4032 or Al 2-5135

•$530per month

Othsr Rent.li
Hou$e$. etlletsnelM: 1 b«*m.
Fumlehed » Unfuml$ned

56 Oozes
58 Novel by Charles
Klngsley, 1855
63
Stanley
Gsrdner
64 Toughen
65 Garnishing fruit
67
King Cole
68 Skirt sectlone

11
12
15
21
23
25
28

Rent
Choir member
Well-read
Champagne state
Pert of TVVTWTW
Oencaorrug
Word with some
or any
30 Building adjunct

>

IO riavoring noru

ou in no uarurew

01 miuwivi wimiin

19 Light Drown
2U small try
22 Play by Ben
Jonson, 1605
24 Residue of e sort
26 0fthebeck
27 Bouncing sound
28 Botches
34 Bus schedule
abbr.
36 High dudgeon
38 Ranger, for one
38 Theatrical VIP
41 Skip
44 Made a holeIn-one
45 Large part of Asia
47 Pinnacle
48 "Moonlight
." familiar
themesong
51 Part of a foot
53 Indians olOhro
and Pennsylvania

70 Battle fronl
oi less
71 Candled
72 Native of
Copenhagen
73 Sought an office

32 Annul
JJ snaaa: a toon
34 Amo,
, amet
35 Soapbox derby
37 Playing field
40 Lemon or lime
42 Number on eome
clock*
43 Prenrvn
46 Teased
49 Juat out
50 Brazilian macaw
52 Alphabet kttter
54 Hindu dlety
56 Silver, In Spain
57 Incite
58 Makeup Items
90 "...Wilderness Is
Paradise
"
60 Unfaltering
61 Sycamore
62 Dough chamber
66 In this piece,
toKapMng

Director ol Couraeeng Reoporalba
lor recnjMng, training end supervalng
a large oorpa of volunteers tor era*
Intervention cooler ki Wood County
Must have a Master s Degree, pre
torabta In paychotogy. AdrrrrMetrabve
background, including aupervaing
paraonnal. helpful. Must ba able to
prepare and conduct training pro
grama. Starting annual salary range
$14,600 - $17,300 depending on
rjualfcarione and experience Sand
resume to Robert Hepburn. P O. Box
883. Bowing Green. OH 43402.
2728.

$

i

■

1

•

11

|

H

ran

1

12

30

11

♦
♦

U

1

♦

ACTIVIST
Tn9 OTalO PuDK lnI$Ma*B>i CeVApaMBn.
ONo'» kMcftng c$Dn«um$v KtvocMa. hi
now mtaKVH*wa**<j raw()* working O0fn~
matod svJvkkato interealed In energy
$ environmental aauaa. Hre. 210pm $180/wk Cal 1-241-9093
between 10 8 4.

FOR SALE
For Sate-Ladtoe ski outfit Down
ackel. aba M. boa size 8 Fjiclllnl
condHon only $86 Cal patty 3724919.
5 PIECE WHITE LUDWM DRUM SET
TAMA HARDWARE O.C. $800
15 2-2794
88 CHEVY IMPALA— Very otoan:
AC. power Blearing. Arn/Fm caaaatto
stereo. Beat offer. 372-6193.
For Sato: 1 pair JBL. 100 Watt
speakers and Aka caaaatto deck
$300 tor aat. Cal CM. at 363-8005
or 372-0086
Sport parachute w/24 ft. reserve
piggyback container. Jump auk $
aMmeter boob) $ helmet Excel
cond. $500 00 or bast offer. 352
7848
Chevy Caprice 1972 A/C, AM-FM
radio cassette. OB. ml 7850O
$460 or beat oner. 362-8382.
1971 V.W. Engine good.
needs work 352-17 50

Body

Storeo-Faher MC-3010 Reoerver
wiB-Trk. 8 OHM epsaksra. turraabto.
$250 352-0393 alter 6:30.

FOR RENT
•••A*AjrrasDiT8"«
1 or 2 bdrm. Various tocettone
John Newtove Reel Estate
119 E. Wooeler SI
Cal $$4-2298 or 152-1551
Aval, now epactoua 1 bdrm. ureum
apt w/rjahwaahar, swan pool I storage Good prices, good service
362-2278.

FREE months rent on our ruay ajrnahad atudto auaunantet Comptotety quiet and private. Plenty of
storage Fid kitchen and bathroom
Wa write our Is sail to m your r
Good location Clone to ra
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 S. atom SL 818 0989.
LOW BieaMFR RENTALS
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT $$2—
6820
Unique 1 bdrm. apt. In duplex edacsnt to campus fum , aval. May 11
$26000/mo pka utaWaa
354
1763
t Bdrm Fum Apt Ouat-Prlvate
Aval Now 353-3866
Houee-Apts.-Furn
rooms
PRIVATELY OWNED Aval, sum and
tM 9 or 12 mo toaae 353-3855
Fum. 3 bdrm. A fum. efficiency lor
summer 1 lal 258 S. Coesga # A1C
353-3811.
Now renting lor 83-84 school year
Houses and apertmenta Bogga Real
Estate 352-9457, 362-3841. 3641120.

CARTY RENTALS
Ho uses Apart
9-12 month lessee Summer Ftontoto
Al near Oawpua 362-7386
Now raralng lor summer Two bedroom, torn, apt wear, cable t.v. paid
tor ArC. parking tot. aundry lacaWee
$400 tor the summer. $280. tor
r term Cat 382-7182.
2 bdrm.. otoan and qutot. to! m
tor 4 gale 382-8040 attor 6.
1, 2, 3, 4 bdrma . In apta houae.
dupleirea. Cal ua tor al your housing
naada. Newtove Managsmsnt 338
S Main 362-6820.
Aveeaaa now wan cooking prMtoga
l itollll. Ctoee to campus Cat New
bva Maragsnwnt. 338 S. Main
352-5820.
rRentilll
LsaSa
1 or 2 bdrma Many to chooee from.
Cat Newlove liraragemerrl
3388. Man
362-5820
SSI m SL; Frae wet a. aewer.
cable Ll. Newly Wal papered. Fum,
2 bdrm., aundry rm. In bxaWng
Newtove Mansgsmsnt 338 S. Man,
Cal 362-5820
$24 MR
SEWER.
CLOSE
ENTRY

St FREE HEAT, WATER,
2 BORM. FURN APTS.
TO CAMPUS. INDIVIDUAL
WAYS. NEWLOVE MANr 336 8. MAW. 352-5820

835 4th St . 12 unit bldg . 2 bdrma,
1 1/2 baths. Al uM Included except
alec. Oaa heel $548 per mo 352
5239 Olon 8:00.
BAER RENTALS
VOTED B.Q.'Sf 1 LANDLORD
2 BORM APTS-1/2 Bk 2 BQSU
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES
362-4871 end 352-1800
Now renting tor let Ernes . 2 bdrma,
and 3 bdrm. mass Deposit, lease,
NO PETS 352-4288
VEL MANOR APTS: Deluxe lurn apt
tor 4 girts across Irom Kohl AJ uM
except sac Aval, tor summer and
to! 352-2858.
2 bdrm. turn apt.
newtyfum. 8 carpal
3622883
New efficiencies near stadium complete with color TV Al utntlee ooM'
$9eo/aemaaaar 1 parson,
jeoo.'semeeter each 2 people 352.
1520 tor appt to see model
1 Bdrm apt. low ua
$ieOmo. noaeee
deposit requred
a aaabli Imrraoataly
1-382-3110 10-5 PM
1 BDRM APT LOW UTL, 176/MO .
NO LEASE. DEPOSIT REOO«ED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! 1 382
3110 10-8 pm
Itouaea snd apts Ctoaa to campus
tor tha 1983-84 school yea. 1-2873341

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

r.innii r.inun r.11,1 mu
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MANY MORE
Payment due upon signup - Call 2-2343 for more Info

uSEJOSSSU

Student Recreation Center
February 28 & March 1

Applications available at Student
Employment Office, 460 Student
Services Bldg., LIMIT: 300

March 2,3,4

Screening of applications at
SRC by Staff and Student
Employee Board.
All applicants must return
to Student Employment Office (no calls
please !)-those selected for
an interview will sign up for a
time on the 14th ft 15th.
Interviews held at SRC.
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QuRahat wants others for reggae,
rockabey. atonaa and new wave. Cal
362-2370

CAMPUS MANOR Now renting lor
Summer end FM school yaar.
Space! Summer Patoa.
Ph: 362-9302 or 382-7385 ovee.
CARTY RENTALS
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS
'83 '84 aohool yaar md summer
mraa. Alnea campus 362-7386

UAO Office: 3rd Floor Union 9-5pm
Choose from over 25 mini-courses including Mixology,
Knitting, CPR, First Aid, Bike Maintenance and

March 7,8,9
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HOLD $UM PLAN CLASSES
PART-TaME SALES POSITION
EXCELLENT OBeteaI1I0N AND

APARTMENT FOR RENT
May 9-Aug. 19 2 bdrm lumtohad East
Court St. Near oampua 362-7888.

Feb. 28th - March 18th
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CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28.0O0.
Carrtbeen, Hewe.. World Cat tor
Guide. Directory, leawitottol. 1-918722-1111 Ext Bowing Green.

AMToaCftVc mOaiawn 2 borm rurn. batM
ment apt 1 rraa outekW BQ. Oarage
andaundryprk $l95/mo Cal 352
5889 or 362-8813

All students interested in employment at the SRC
should take note of the following dates:

H
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Wanted lor 83-84 school yaar 2-3
meat non-smotong roommetes to
sTare epl. 2 bethroome. 2 beoroome.
ak oond. Rock todga manor.
138/monH Cat Ttol « 364-1941
Landtord a hoajng apt. untj Fob.
2S$l.

: 1 bdna.. F.-u acts. 2
bdra. F . gee heel, lenent peye elec
leundry tool aval Al raatdarai
grantod pr>«edgs ol a memberehaj to
la OaEHPTYWOOO HEALTH SPA
Piatonad Pinpadll Co. 835 Hkjh
81 i^ara-Caaoa. 382^378

1983-84 Employee Selection
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OVERSEAS JOBS-Sumnver/year
round. Europe. 8. Amor.. Aueasea.
Asa
Al FUMde. $800-$ 1200
monthly
mwiatssaiu
Free Mo.
wna UC Box 52-OH-3 Corona Del
Ma, CA 92826
WArrRESS, KITCHEN, . DfUVSRy
HELP WANTED. APPLY IN PfjeeON
THURSDAY U24nU. 10 ea. • 4 pm.
Beeh Pipnaoka 1$s w. Wasaaar at

Mini course Registration

JrH)ftM
4
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THE SISTERS OF GAMMA PM BETA
WOULD UKE TO WELCOME KAPPA
KAPPA GAMMA SORORITY TO
BQSU! WE WISH YOU A SUCCESSFUL ANO EXCITING FIRST YEAR ON
CAMPUS

* *

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cook's choice
4 Qemstone
8 Longest river In
Europe
13 Hurry-ecurry
14 Quibble
16 Paragon
17 "Yes,
1"

HELP WANTED

•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
• Pro.$>...onally quoliflod Intfructor* ond tloff

5
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WE WOULD UKE TO APOLOGIZE
TO ANYONE OFFENDED SV THE
ACTIONS OF OUR VISITING
BROTHERS TWS PAST WEEKEND.
THE SWOTfaJi OF DELTA UPSILON.
DELTA QAMMA ANCHOR SPLASH!
SUNDAY FES. XI AT COOPER
POOL l^». ANCHOaS AWAYI

818-822 Second St.

♦

CKHTWON NE1LTK IM

3
4

Wa wtoh to extend our congratuaBone snd beet wahee to Cathy Lew*
and Be Kaasi oi on your CM Owisge
Kappa Saama aveaarlng Tha broth
era ol Kappa Sfcjma.

Tha PIKES would axe to lank the
CWO'a tor yal another great toe.

BG
APARTMENTS

Compl»t« focllilio. for nwMi ood woman
•Hydro Spo Whirlpool
•Indoor Htotsd Pool
•Mvtot Souno
****** Lamp*
•Sho-.t Moiioos
•N**ty »«*h
•Compl«t« ExiweiM Equtpm$j>nl

1
2

New Ferrate RA'a
Katny McCture Mary Jo McVey.
Cheryl Rerard
New Male RA'a:
QOfOOfl S$M. PMS 8inK#r. Jan Wn*t8
Kyts Ebany. Patrick Lea, Paul Ma
cure

2 Sat rate Ohio State Hockey tickets
353-1882 Aner 1 pm

335 Hioh St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378

DOWN
Fetluclnl, e.g.
Miguel's
"farewell!"
Citizen of Boston
Wood sorrel of
SAjrierlca
Window pert
Of the birde
Lithe
Important organs
Redolence
First place

THE NEW T-SHIRTS ARE WI
THE NEW T-SHIRTS ARE Ml
THE NEW WBOU—FM ARE
AVAIABLE AT FtaDERS
WOOSTER ST ONLY I3H

AT

Preferred Properties Co.

y^Jgf?
H<,w,9
•"™Kk *"

SOS.
sailors and BOAT
Atoha Phi's would axe
flisli return the S.S
betora we eel the

We ere proud to announce the round
ersRA aaaltor 1083-84
Returning RA',
LhrJaOBarack. Chna Reeert, Maureen
Hkjglna. Ceahy Ctoment. Lee Corona.
Aenee Fatder, Sarah Urn. Barb Moal-

WANTED

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Located al New Cherrywood Health Spa _

Ura^liatMTY MOST ANO MOSTCSS
APPUCATIOfeJ AVABLABLE 40$
STUMNT SSMVICCS ANO THE

Pacloe-Congraluabona on your Thata
Cta-Daaa Gamma Laiiaaartng to Vaomca Another one bttee the duet The
brother! P.S. oh yeah, you loo toaah.

KAPPA SKIS 1 PHI BETA SIGMA'S:
How 'bout you guys-ready to win
graak week? We're counting the
days The Chi Omogaa

one coupon per purchase

T.M. SASY:Thanks tor the beat at
Formal Orey you cen do 'ehots' In
bad! Hara'a to Ma essUsna and
many raora. T.K {Whoo-nay)l

Intramural Floor Hockay Entries
Due Nowl Women's Deadline ■ Fab.
IS by 4.-00 p.m. Man's Deadline March 1 by 4:00 p.m. Turn entries
Ma» "am. 100 SRC.
HBannual Co-Ed and Woman's wNleybsll entries due to rm. 101 SRC
by March I at 4:00 p.m. Play begins
woee ol March 7.

ConojaUaOone to Gamma Pra Beta
raw Jr. Enec officers' And a big
tank you to da outgoing orflcere lor
a tab aat done! The Gamma Pha

JACK'S
BAKERY
COUPON GOOD WED. 2/23 ONLY

Oane Hovanec
Outstanding Ores*. Woman -Alpha
Phil CongrahJehons Diana, on your
acraevements' You've always boan
specal to ual Lova. Your Alpha Phi

CM—O M10PHYTM.- UPSH.ON W
F0#) UHTY VYhKn wa Know M grow
eksngsr «*X each peaang yaar' Not
much bngar urn* you wfl urea) with
lie eceYS oraparll

TAXES TAXES TAXES
Rosier Tan t AooounOng Service
Short torm $8, Long torm $16 $ up]
Prolesekmal PrsperaeOn

BUY 12 BAGELS
GET 6 FREE

Dm Gamma BATHING BEAUTY
CONTEST! Thurs Feb 24 at
COLLEGE STATION 9:00 PM

CM Omega oongrMutoM saiers ol
fa Mr* Panny Noting and Jenny
Phol Wo know you won outstanding
tor • long Urn. and wo'ro glad parr*
BM everyone ami

Compu»ertted Typng OHer typkvj
services cannot compare BO-fpege
Fast accurate and rant. CM PM 23343.
fiiailr Sound O.eaam Greet Muses
and eaotiora. apadal effects
$38.00. Cat Pm 372-3343.

1007 N MMn, BO

DO, JIM.. KATH, MA. see. VAL.
POLLY, LAURA. A ONOY
THANKS FOP, THE SURPRISE II
•way* ramambar n I |uat bva
psybsoksl' Lova, )o
PS Hara'a to graduation"
PSS Poly. Aort 2...
I'I'IMi

Smear Scoe H. Datra.
CongraluMrono on your ecBvabon
yourpHMlMgUQlrT

HatVKB OmMD

MR OUIBLY- EAGLE AND

JEFF ■QUMBY- STANOT, IS THERE
GOING TO BE AN ALPHA PHI—DELT
PWNNO SOON77?

HEEt
■an tor. Wed (trie) akje*. JC
. te.i»rw»iUI van.

THE TAM-JNO CENTER, 143 W.
WOOSTER 20 V«TS-$3«.
1OVBIT8-S20.

Klmbarly Lynn Snow
CONQMTUI^TKltat
on recwvliiQ your Mcvc
RA. poaWont I know
you'll do • fantaeBc kyb.
I'm proud ol you, ehesye.
Love, George.

in

March 14 & 15
March 16 & 17
March 18
Call Karen DeRosa (372-2711)

1

Selection.

Names of 1983-84 (beginning Fall 83')
employees will be posted at
Student Employment and SRC.

1

